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Abstract 

 This project is a project for academic purpose. Methodology, proposed solution, 

literature review about the types of intrusion detection system (IDS) will be provided 

to the student. This project will be illustrating the process of training a model to have 

the capability to detect malicious traffic packet. To train this model, prototyping is used 

because the model is upgraded or train with more data to increase its accuracy. The 

process involved in training a machine learning model consist of four step which is data 

collect the relevant data, data pre-processing, select the feature and classify. The 

machine learning classification technique used in this project is mainly decision tree, 

random forest and naïve bayes. Besides, this project allow student to know more about 

how IDS works in different network and what are the placement strategy. There are 3 

types of network will be mentioned in this project which is wired network, wireless 

network and ad hoc network. In addition, the placement strategy for IDS includes 

centralized and distributed. Nonetheless, the most interesting part which is the type of 

IDS includes signature based IDS, anomaly based IDS, host based IDS and network 

based IDS. This paper also includes the type of data collection in a normal IDS. The 

main purpose of this project is to increase the accuracy and reduce fake alerts for an 

IDS.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

 In wireless network, it always exposed to a lot of security issue such as Denial 

of Service(DoS) attack, wireless hijacking, authentication attack and other type of 

attacks that are targeted in wireless network. Therefore, an intrusion detection system 

(IDS) works as an alarm mechanism for computer system. It detects any malicious 

activity happened to the computer system and it alerts an alarm message to notify user 

there are malicious activity.  There are IDS that are able to take action when malicious 

or anomalous network was detected, which include suspend the traffic sent from 

suspicious IP address. There are only few comprehensive work that cover some of the 

IDS and did not give a concluding remark on what is the advantage and disadvantage 

of the IDS in different type of network and placement. Therefore, what is the advantage 

or disadvantage of different type of IDS, placement strategy data collection method and 

the types of network that the IDS should be place. A paper done by J. Amudhavel et. 

al. 2016 covers the challenges of the different type of IDS but did not emphasize the 

advantage of the IDS. Another research done by P. Sadotra and Dr. C. Sharma only 

listed out the type of IDS, placement strategy, reaction on intrusion and targets analysis 

timing but it did not have the advantage or disadvantage of the IDS. 

1.2 Project Scope 

The project scope for this research is to review the type of IDS, placement 

strategy and how the data are collected. Besides, the classification technique is going 

to be tested to find out the suitable algorithm in IDS. Besides, the other concern is to 

reduce the false positive rate and false negative rate. The proposed solution is using 

machine detect they different type of attack may happen within a network. In this 

research, python code is used to train the model in order to detect the types of traffic 

and determine whether it is a malicious traffic or normal traffic.  

1.3 Project Objectives 

Main objective for this research is to proposed a machine learning IDS which 

are capable to predict or detect any malicious traffic. To train a machine learning model, 

different type of malicious traffic which consist of different type of attacks was used to 
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be the training data for the machine learning. By using different machine learning 

classification algorithm to determine the best fir algorithm in IDS. This project will 

mainly focus on the accuracy of detection of IDS. To achieve the objective, we have 

sub-objectives that act as a milestone for reach the main objective. 

The first sub-objective is to analyse different type of IDS and the placement 

strategy of IDS such as distributed or centralized. It enables us to understand more how 

a IDS works in different type of network such as wired, wireless and ad hoc network. 

The second sub-objective for this research is to determine the best suit machine learning 

classification algorithm in detecting malicious traffic. Every algorithm works different 

when comes to machine learning, the best algorithm should be chosen as the one due 

to IDS is a crucial part before enter to a network because it will be able to detect most 

of the traffic after it is unable to filter out by firewall. The third sub-objective is to 

determine the type of dataset and machine learning algorithm that gives the best result 

in detecting anomaly and normal traffic.  

1.4 Impact, Significance and Contribution  

 With the implementation of machine leaning to predict or detect whether it is a 

malicious traffic or normal traffic, the detection accuracy is able to be increased. This 

is when a model has been train by different type of attack or malicious packet. It is able 

to predict whether the next packet coming from the traffic is a malicious or normal. The 

proposed method is trying to minimize the detection error in IDS because if there are 

any malicious traffic entered to an organization or government network. The damage 

dealt by the attack is huge or may cause hundreds of millions in recovering the data or 

network. in this project it allows the end user or any administrator to have a IDS with 

the lowest error. 

1.5 Background and motivation 

 IDS is a system which will monitor the network traffic and alert a notification 

to the administrator if there is any suspicious or malicious activity. Besides intrusion 

detection system, there is another system which will have the same role as intrusion 

detection system but with additional feature which will reject or drop the packet if the 

network traffic is malicious. But in this project we are going to focus on intrusion 

detection system only. To determine the accuracy of an intrusion detection system, 

there are 4 states which is true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative. 
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For true positive, this is the state where a malicious packet which contain any sort of 

attacks in coming into a network and the intrusion detection system is able to detect it 

and raise an alarm to the administrator. The second state which is true negative, this is 

a state which does not detect any attacks and the traffic is normal. The third state is 

false positive, it will trigger the alarm and notify the administrator there is an intrusion 

but in fact the network traffic is normal. In the final state which is the most dangerous 

which is false negative, the network traffic is malicious and the intrusion detection 

system did not raise any alarm to notify the administrator regarding the malicious traffic 

which may cause damage to the network.  

1.6 Proposed study 

  Therefore, this project is using machine learning to create an intrusion detection 

system. The goal for machine learning is to have a model which is able to predict the 

incoming network traffic whether it is malicious or normal. In this project there are a 

few classifiers used to develop the machine learning such as decision tree classifier, 

random forest, naïve bayes and support vector machine. These classifiers consist of 

different kinds of algorithm to predict the network traffic. In addition, the NSL-KDD 

dataset is compared with wireless dataset to identify the difference between feature 

selection of this two dataset.  

 The achievement from the previous work is a model is trained with NSL-KDD 

dataset was successfully build. The results from different train size for the respective 

classifier is recorded. The most accurate classifier achieve from the previous work is 

decision tree classifier and the least accurate is random forest.  
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Figure 2.0 Focus of Intrusion Detection System 

 

2.1 Target Network 

 

Figure 2.1 Target Network 
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2.1.1 Wired network 

 A group of computer or device connected via network links are wired network. 

the objective is to transmit data between computers or device using optical cables or 

transmission medium or to share resources. Wired network did not expose to attack as 

much as wireless network because to access the data transmitted between two 

computers in wired network needs access to one of the computer or network jack or 

cable.  Therefore, wired network are more secure compare to wireless network. But 

there are not 100 percent guarantee that it is not vulnerable to attacks, in wired network 

it has vulnerability too such as misfeasors who are legitimate accessing to the data but 

he or she does not grant an access for it. It also has advantages in speed and the cost 

usually decide by the element of the network such as number of computer or the amount 

of cable needed. Consequently, it makes this network cheaper and more affordable 

rather than using wireless network and wireless network may cause signal loss or fading 

due to interference. (Radja 2015) The disadvantage of wired network is if there is any 

wired network failed or destroyed in, it will cause the whole system completely 

immobilized. For example, if one of the wired network is failed it will affect the safety 

of the production of coal mine. (Zhang & Mao 2015) 

2.1.2 Wireless Network 

 In this modern era, wireless networks had become an important part of the 

connectivity operation of smartphone. There are various kind of wireless network such 

Wi-Fi, cellular and Bluetooth. Social media applications, online chatting apps, video 

streaming apps and etc. uses wireless network to enable the transmission of data. Out 

of all the wireless network, Wi-Fi and cellular network are the most predominant due 

to its advantageous feature such as ubiquitous access, availability and tolerable budget. 

(Rattagan 2016) The availability of wireless Local Area Network gives an advantage 

in the application in the market. Smartphone user is able to connect Wi-Fi wireless 

internet “hotspot” connection in public, therefore it makes the Wi-Fi vulnerable to 

attacks or intrusion. This vulnerability can do harm to the user because the hacker is 

able to commit fraud, steals personal information, identity theft and more. Rouge access 

point can be set by attacker to misdirect the user that it is a legitimate Internet access 

point, but actually it is used to eavesdrop the wireless communication among Internet 

surfers. (Vanjale & Mane & V.Patil 2015) The number of attacks increase exponentially 
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due to Wi-Fi network is widely used for high-speed local area connectivity. The 

security measure used in Wi-Fi is IDS which is a detection system widely used for every 

network security infrastructure. (Aminanto et al. 2017) When an attacker had sufficient 

traffic it can be easily cracked a Wi-Fi due to its weaknesses at cryptographic. On the 

data link layer, it is still vulnerable to attacks because the protocol design must not be 

encrypted. Therefore, the network is still at risk for Denial of Service(DOS) attack and 

which are resulted from packet forgery. Companies and institution had set up 

distributed Wi-Fi networks for better network access. The distributed network uses pre-

authentication to the access point. With this implementation it allows the user to 

connect to the access point in a larger area and stay connected no matter where he/she 

moves the facility by using different access point. But then again, it is still at risk to 

denial of service attacks and packet forgery. The distributed network allows the 

administrator to identify if there is any attacks on a particular location, it can be detects 

the location of the attacker to prevent any further damage to the network. (Satam 2017)  

2.1.3 Ad Hoc Network 

 In a network that contain mobile nodes which is able to communicate with one 

another without any exact infrastructure is ad hoc network. Mobile ad hoc network is a 

group of self-sufficient mobile nodes which is able to talk to each other via wireless 

links. There is a problem in ad hoc network which is it has a limitation in wireless range 

as every host needs the help of nearby hosts to forward the packet from source to 

destination. When comes to the sensitivity to detects attacks, Mobile Ad-Hoc 

Network(MANET) has an advantage than the wired network infrastructure since it 

contains a very limited physical protection constrain. Reputation management is more 

appropriate than traditional intrusion detection which are claimed by some researchers. 

Ad hoc network IDSs concentrates in distributed design, due to highly transient 

population differentiate ad hoc network from other wireless application.  One of the 

method that is suitable to deploy IDS in ad hoc network is signature based intrusion 

detection. Signature based intrusion detection will be looking for the runtime that match 

a specific pattern of misbehaviour. This category consists of low false positive rate 

which is a major advantage for this approach. With this approaches, it only reacts to 

known bad behaviour. A normal node will not show the attack signature by theoretical 

basis. On the other hand, the key disadvantage for this approach is that it’s a technique 

that will look for a specific pattern. To be able to search any detailed pattern, a 
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dictionary must state each attack vector and stay current. The main focus of problem in 

this fields is to create an accurate attack dictionary. Signature length is an indicator of 

efficiency for the signature based intrusion detection, on the other hand signature which 

is longer than the usual one will have a bigger memory requirement and more powerful 

microprocessor use to detect it. This approach is effective to outsider attacks; malicious 

outsiders will have a well-known signature in the course of penetrating the network. (R. 

Mitchell & C. Ing-Ray 2014) There are 2 different type of architecture of ad hoc 

network, one of it is isolated. In the same network, the nodes that are able to 

communicate between them is an isolated ad hoc network. In isolated ad hoc network, 

it can be classified into 2 type which is large scale and small scale isolated ad hoc 

network. There may be thousands of nodes in a large scale isolated network. This 

network is not suitable for transmitting large amount of data due to security problems. 

One of the weakness of this network is it will expose to higher security problem.  

Besides, the architecture cost of this network is relatively high and the traffic 

performance is also low. Small scale isolated ad hoc network able to raise the uses in 

commercial such as smart home, business meeting place, hotspots and some private 

area. The last type of ad hoc network is integrated; it can be seen in the following 

scenarios. The first scenario can be hotspot, in this modern era, Smartphone is able to 

become a hotspot that is highly secure or can be the source of internet for phone, PC 

and other devices. The other scenario can be GPRS, any member of ad hoc network can 

access to Internet by using GPRS. This scenario has a disadvantage in data rate, it has 

restriction to it as compare   Hotspot. On the other hand, this network gives user benefits 

in some cases such as in airport or railway station. (Sharmilla. S & Shanthi. T 2016) 
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2.2 Types of Intrusion Detection System 

 

Figure 2.2:  Types of Intrusion Detection System 

2.2.1 Signature-Based Intrusion Detection System 

 

Figure 2.2.1(a) Aumreesh et al. (2017) describe Misuse/ Signature Based IDS 

  Signature based IDS detects intrusion based on the pattern matching 

mechanism to the IDS database with the signature of the attacks. If the traffic contains 

one or more of the signature pattern in the IDS database, the IDS will detect it and 

identify it as a malicious traffic or attack. Comparing tools will verify all of the data by 

comparing it to the IDS database. If the packet did not exhibit any malicious pattern it 

will be send to the destination network. The probability for a signature based 

mechanism to generate fake alert is relatively low. (B.I. Santoso et. al. 2016) Because 
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of the signature mechanism, the false positive rate for this IDS is low. This approach 

can be a great detection method when comes to known pattern. This is because a good 

node will not have the pattern of the attack signature. In addition, signature based IDS 

gives a better protection against outsider attacks because malicious outsider usually has 

a specific malicious pattern in when they are trying to attack the network.  Besides the 

advantage, there are also have a downside to it. Signature based technique must look 

for similar pattern in order to effectively detect any malicious packet. Therefore, the 

IDS database or dictionary must be constantly update to detect any new malicious 

pattern. If the dictionary did not stay up to date, the detection of new malicious pattern 

will be considered as normal traffic. (R. Mitchell & C. Ing-Ray 2014) 

2.2.2 Anomaly-Based Intrusion Detection System 

 

Figure 2.2.2(a) Aumreesh et al. (2017) describe Anomaly Based IDS 

  Anomaly based IDS will detect any intrusion by identifying any difference in 

behaviour of an ordinary traffic.  For instance, if a normal traffic is a usual day suddenly 

acts differently it may indicate that the computer is being attacked and the data is 

redirected to the attacker. (N.T Van & T.N Thinh & L.T. Sach 2017) There is various 

anomaly detection can use data mining techniques. readymade data mining techniques 

that can be applied directly to detect intrusion. There are 4 classes of data mining which 

is they are association rule learning, clustering, classification and regression. Clustering 

based anomaly detection techniques, the data that divided into group of object with the 

same characteristics is clustering. Cluster consists of object that are alike in the same 

group but different in the other group. Clustering algorithms can detect any intrusion 

without prior knowledge. Classification based anomaly detection, classification is 

classifying the category of new instances on the basis of a training set of data containing 

instances whose category membership is known. Classification in machines learning 
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can be considered as an instance of supervised learning like learning a training set of 

correctly-identified observation is available. Algorithm that implements classification 

is classifier. Hybrid approach is merging different algorithms together to have a better 

detection where using any particular algorithm is not sufficient to yield proper result. 

A technique to train in supervised mode is supervised anomaly detection, which predict 

the accessibility of a training data set that labelled as normal or anomaly class. This 

approach is usually to construct a predictive model for normal versus anomaly classes. 

(Amanpreet & Mishra & Kumar 2012) There are two problems which arise in 

supervised anomaly detection. The first problem is normal instances in the training data 

is greater than anomaly instances. This is due to the class distribution is not balanced 

that were addressed in the data mining and machine learning literature. Accurate and 

representative labels especially for anomaly class is quite challenging which is the 

second problem. Semi-Supervised anomaly detection is a technique which operate in 

semi-supervised mode and only normal class is available in the training data. Semi-

supervised anomaly detection labels for anomaly class is not require, which makes it 

more applicable as compare to supervised techniques. Usually this approach will build 

a model for the class corresponding to normal behaviours and the model was used to 

determine the anomalies in the test data. Unsupervised anomaly detection uses a 

technique that runs in unsupervised mode and training data is not required therefore it 

is applicable in most situation. This detection makes implicit assumption that anomalies 

is less frequent than normal instances in test data. The rate of false alarm is high if the 

assumption is incorrect. (R. Mitchell & C. Ing-Ray 2014) 

2.2.3 Network-based Intrusion Detection System 

 

Figure 2.2.3(a) Aumreesh el al. (2017) describe Network IDS 
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Detection tools that implement network based approach towards an intrusion is 

a network-based IDS. The whole network’s traffic from which the host are connected 

will be monitor by network-based IDS. Network-based IDS is able to gives real time 

detection of the network attacks then it can reduce or decreases the chances of the 

damage of the network dealt by the intrusion and it is cost effective. (Muhammad K. 

Asif et al.2013) In addition, computer on the same network can be protected by other 

IDS but for network-based IDS it can only the computer located on the same network 

and the information about routing from different system to the IDS. On the other hand, 

network-based IDS has a major drawback which is if the packet is encrypted with any 

sort of encryption algorithm, network-based IDS is unable to read content of packet. 

(A.T Taha et. al. 2015) Besides there are another advantage of network-based IDS, it is 

a system that has preferred standpoint of organizing and observe for attacks, that are 

able to be establish on the entire system. Constantly observe for attack allows the 

system to provide an excellent detection. (Aumreesh el al. 2017) 

2.2.4 Host-based Intrusion Detection System 

 

Figure 2.2.4(a) Aumreesh el al. (2017) describe Host Based IDS 

Host based IDS is a type of IDS that will allocate on a specific host on the 

network. Host-based approach is mainly aimed to protect a single computer, and that 

single system was prevented to execute malicious code. The selection of metric is done 

by host-based IDS and the decision engine will need the metric provided as an input. 

The metric feature is needed to offer to the set of methods that involved in the data 

collected from different log files that occur in the system. (Sandeep & Thaksen 2016) 

If there are any attribute value of a new record is above the threshold that is measured 

by the system, the system will generate alerts. To identify anomalies, it can be done by 
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using multivariate statiscal analysis on audit records. Besides, in shell commands logs, 

it can be detecting through frequency distribution based anomaly detection. In addition, 

there are another type of host-based IDS that will train a different algorithm on system 

call of normal software behaviour. If the unknown software behaviour is observed with 

normal system calls, an alert will be raised due to anomalies was detected. (Murtaza et 

al. 2013) Host-based IDS brings a major advantage in analysing the attack that are 

successful intrude into the network. Caution can be created by the system subordinate 

framework about any action that are closely related to attacks. If any arranged activity 

is jumbled up, then the entrance of movement in a decoded shape that are done by the 

host-based observing framework. (Aumreesh el al. 2017) There are a few weakness 

possess on the use of log files. The first problem which is also the most basically, 

interpreted data is represented as log files. Daemon programs monitoring system 

activity will produce log files and inherently and irrevocably deliver a thinned data 

sources. The last problem which is the effectiveness of disk zones. The creation of log 

files will produce a huge number of potential irrelevant data which is almost equivalent 

priority to critical data. Besides, it also goes along with mechanical problem such as 

managing and creating log files. (Creech & Hu 2014) 

2.3 Deployment of Intrusion Detection System 

 

Figure 2.3 Deployment of IDS 
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2.3.1 Centralized Intrusion Detection System 

 

Figure 2.3.1 Ghorbani et al. (2009) describes Centralized IDS 

 Centralized IDS, the analysis of packet will be done in one or a small number 

of nodes. Audit component of centralized IDS will be distributed, but the collected 

audits will be traverse to a particular place for analysis to take place. (Toulouse & Minh 

& Curtis 2015) Centralized IDS will generate different types of alerts and agents will 

analyse the network node or host. The alert will be transfer to a central C&C handler 

which are responsible for analysing and making an accurate decision. (L.N. Tidjon & 

M. Frappier & A. Mammar 2019) 
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2.3.2 Distributed Intrusion Detection System 

 

Figure 2.3.2 Huang et al. (2010) describes Distributed IDS 

Grouping of many intrusion detection systems over a large set of network can 

establish distributed IDS. To establish communication between a single server with 

multiple clients, centralization method of communication was applied. (J. Amudhavel 

et al. 2016) distributed IDS able to let the infrastructure to detect a coordinated attack 

to an organization and any distributed resources that are related to the organization. 

(Vandana P et. al. 2014) A IDS which have the combination of network based IDS or 

host based IDS is distributed IDS. The basic component should be included in the IDS 

is detection mechanism and correlation manager. Detection mechanism usually check 

or monitor the entire network traffic and transfer the information gathered to correlation 

manager. The task for correlation manager is to perform global correlation of 

information from different IDS and generate alert if it is an attack. Therefore, 

distributed IDS is useful in cloud computing because it has global correlation to detect 

distributed intrusion and also detect individual intrusion through detection mechanism. 

(Y. Mehmood et. al. 2015) 
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2.3.3 Mobile Agent Intrusion Detection System 

 

Figure 2.3.3 (a) Gao & Jin (2010) describes Mobile Agent 

 

Figure 2.3.3 (b) Gao & Jin (2010) describes Lifecycle of Mobile Agent 

An automated entity that able to do different job in order to reach some goal is 

called mobile agent. Within the domain of networking, an agent is able to operate 

although the user is disconnected from the network. mobile agent is a software that are 

able to move around the network and it will complete the goals that set by user. What 

differentiate an agent between application is the agent are will complete their goal. This 

is because the agent usually will automatically complete their task that set by the user. 

Therefore, the agent has the capabilities to control themselves in making any decision 

that when and where they should be moving. (Y. EL. Mourabit et. al. 2014) There are 

a few advantage that are given by mobile agent. One of is the network load can be 

reduced by having the processing algorithm which is an agent to the data rather than 

sending all of the data to the data pre-processing unit. Besides, network latency also 

can be overcome. If the agent operates directly on the host, the respond is much quicker 

compare to a tree based system that needs communication to the central coordinator 

that is not in the network. In addition, the agent has the privilege to move in different 

environment and insert an operating system independent layer. It has dynamic adoption 

as the mobility of an agent can be reconfigured. Special agent will be deployed to the 

attack’s location to collect data from it. The last advantage offers by an mobile agent is 
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scalability.  The computation load of will be divided to different machine and the 

network load will be reduced if the central processing unit has been replaced by a 

distributed mobile agent. (Yousef EL Mourabit et. al. 2014) 

2.4 Data Collection Method 

 

Figure 2.4: Data Collection Method 

2.4.1 Behaviour Based Collection Method 

One of the collection method is behaviour based collection, to determine 

whether it is compromised, behaviour based collection will analyse the logs maintained 

by a node or other audit data. Scalability can be one of the major benefits of behaviour 

based collection approaches. Large scale network like wireless sensor network and 

mobile telephony is suitable to use behaviour based collection method. Besides, it is 

also decentralization which means that it is useful for application like ad hoc network 

due to its infrastructure-less. No matter how perfect it is, it always has some flaws in it. 

Behaviour based collection method needs to perform extra effort to collect data, which 

will increase the workload of the intrusion detection system. it does not have the 

effectiveness as compare to traffic based collection method. (Mitchell & Chen 2014)  
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2.4.2 Traffic Based Collection Method 

There is another way to collect data which is traffic based collection. To identify 

whether a node is infected, traffic based collection method will study the network 

activity. The inspection is either general or protocol-specific. Traffic based collection 

method has a benefit in resource management, to maintain or analyse their log and 

individual nodes are free of the requirement. The disadvantage of traffic data collection 

method is the transparency for collecting audit data from the nodes became a limitation 

to it. In most of the wireless system, traffic based collection method is better than 

behaviour based collection method. (Mitchell & Chen 2014)  

2.5 Preliminary Work 

Machine leaning is one of the method and technology that needed to be 

performed in various setting like the types of IDS, what is the level of the intrusion 

detection system, placement of IDS, types of data and performance metrics. Machine 

learning allows the machine to recognize pattern or learn from the data being input into 

it and the computer was programmed by the human. The conversion of information to 

knowledge is known as the concept of learning. (Freeman et al. 2017) A machine 

learning algorithm is “training data, representing, representing experience, and the 

output is some expertise, which usually takes the form of another computer program 

that can perform some task.” (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014)  

 In machine learning there should be 3 types phases instead of just 2, this 3 

phases includes training, validation and testing. Machine learning includes 3 

approaches which is unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning and supervised 

learning. For unsupervised learning, the pattern, structures or knowledge was identified 

in unlabelled data. Semi-supervised learning, a part of the data was labelled during the 

gathering of the data or by human experts. This approach greatly helps to solve the 

problem due to the addition label. For the last one which is supervised learning, the data 

will be completely labelled. It will find a function or model that able to explain the data. 

It is useful when comes to model the data to the underlying problem. (Buczak & Guven 

2016) Computer is needed to execute the python code for the machine learning part. 

Besides the hardware needed for this research, software like Spyder is also needed to 

compile the python code and train a model for the prediction of the packets. On the 

other hand, traffic’s packets can be capture through Wireshark or other software. 
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Algorithm for the machine learning should be chosen wisely in order to maximize the 

performance of the machine learning mode. To develop this IDS, Wireshark is used to 

capture the normal wireless traffic packet and it does not contain any malicious traffic 

packet. After the normal wireless traffic packet was captured, attacks such as Denial of 

Service attack, man in the middle attack, ARP spoofing and other wireless attack was 

used to attack the network and the malicious traffic packet was captured. The normal 

and malicious wireless traffic packet is used to train the machine learning model and 

test the model. After the machine learning was trained by using the malicious and 

normal traffic packet, a decision making was used to determine the placement strategy 

of the IDS whether signature based IDS, anomaly based IDS, hybrid IDS, network 

based IDS or host based IDS. This decision making approach is basically based on the 

types of network that are chosen to deploy the IDS.  

Figure 2.5(a): Diagram of the flow of the classification machine learning 

In figure 2.5(a) it shows the work flow of developing the system. First, find data 

set and capture real traffic. This is the first stage of the development as the malicious 

and normal traffic data set is found or capture. The data set used to train the machine 

learning model is NSL-KDD.  
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Figure 2.5(b): L. Dhanabal & Dr. S.P. Shantharajah (2015) describes attribute value 

type 

 

Figure 2.5(c): L. Dhanabal & Dr. S.P. Shantharajah (2015) describe details of 

normal and attack data in different type of NSL-KDD data set 
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Figure 2.5(d): L. Dhanabal & Dr. S.P. Shantharajah (2015) describe mapping 

of attack class with attack type 

NSL-KDD is the data set used to train the model, because the data set is a 

supervised data set. Supervised data set is the data set that has been labelled. There are 

4 categories for the attack types which is DoS, probing, U2R and R2L.  For the first 

category is DoS, it will make target to use up all of their resources and unable to process 

any legitimate request from normal server or communication. The second category is 

probing, it allows the hacker scans through port and find out the vulnerabilities and 

exploitation of the devices will be done to compromise the device. The third category 

is user to root (U2R), it is an attack where a hacker grant access to local super user 

without authorization. U2R will grant the privilege as an administrator by exploiting 

weakneses of the victim. Last category of the NSL-KDD is remote to local(R2L), it is 

an attack where remote device grant access to a device without authorization. The 

attacker will gain access of the target machine. (L. Dhanabal & Dr. S.P Shantharajah, 

2015) 

Then the NSL-KDD data set consist of data set that are not format in .csv file. 

Besides, it also consists of KDDTrain+.csv which is a data set that has been format 

into .csv file.  

Figure 2.5(e): Data set before format into .csv 
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Figure 2.5 (f): Data set after format into .csv 

After the data set has been format into .csv file, the attack types of the data set 

which show in figure 3(d) has been further label into number which show in figure 2.5 

(e). 

 

Figure 2.5 (g): Attack types in words 

 

Figure 2.5 (h): Attack types further label in number 
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Figure 2.5(i): Attack types label according to the number 

In figure 2.5f) the attack type in figure 2.5 (e) was further label using number. 

Which allows the machine learning classification much easier as compare to a character 

of string.  

After processing the data, the third stage which show in figure 2.5 (a) is to 

choose one of 3 machine learning classification technique to train the model for 

prediction. For example, decision tree classification technique chosen as the first 

algorithm to train the model. Then the model will be train with the will be train with 

different test size and then the accuracy based of the classification technique with 

respective test size will be tested. After the accuracy of the model has been tested, a 

real traffic is used as the test data to predict whether it is a malicious or normal traffic. 

The subsequent machine learning classification technique is then chosen to train a new 

model. The steps of training a model is the same as training the model using decision 

tree algorithm. The last stage will be evaluating the different type of machine learning 

classification technique. The results from different type of classification technique and 

different test size is plotted into a graph. 

For the system design of this project, prototyping was used to design the system. 

The method used is prototyping, prototyping based approach will start with planning 

phase then to the 3 phases that will execute until the final deliverable was deliver. The 

three phase is analysis, design and implementation. The 3 phases that runs together is 

able to have a look back to the planning phase in case there are any changes to the 

system. A system prototype was produced when every time the 3 phases executed. After 

several prototype that meet the requirement then a final implementation will be 
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executed. Then the final phase for this approach is a system that meet the requirement. 

For planning phase in this project, the timeline of this project was planned and the 

requirement of the project was determined. The requirement of this project is to have a 

machine learning model that are capable to have decision making mechanism. After the 

planning has finished, the next phase is the 3 phases that will produce a system 

prototype. First to analyse the requirement, data such as the normal wireless traffic 

packet and malicious traffic packets was captured by using Wireshark. The captured 

packet will be analyse in Wireshark to identify potential threat or malicious activity. 

For example, when it comes to DoS attack the packet of the traffic will be huge and the 

amount of the packet is also a lot. The next phase design phase, a framework of the 

machine learning model was designed. It includes an input, the placement strategy of 

the system, a decision making mechanism and finally an output that produce by the 

decision making mechanism. After that, the next phase is implementation. In the 

implementation phase the machine learning model was trained by using the traffic 

packets that are captured from Wireshark. Python code was used to train the machine 

leaning model. The design framework is then turns into a code to implement the 

solution in real life. The 3 phases of will produce a system prototype that will become 

the baseline model of the system and further improvement was need to enhance the 

system. This is where the 3 phases will execute several times and a final version of the 

system prototype will be produced. After the final system prototype meets the 

requirement and a final implementation will be need in order to have a system which is 

the final phase of the system development.  
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Figure 2.5 (j): Machine Learning Model 

For the first machine learning classifier technique is decision tree(DT), when 

comes to the field of pattern recognition and data mining it is a complicated algorithm. 

In addition, not only database, artificial intelligent(AI), and other principles are related 

to it, it also brings a great impact in theoretical values. This algorithm is frequently 

implemented in various cases and prediction. (W.B. Zulfikar & Y.A. Gerhana & A.F. 

Rahmania) The second classifier which is random forest(RF), it is an ensemble leaning 

method which will build some randomized decision tree. After that, it will be combined 

and form an RF that will be used for classification and regression. (Y. Wang et. al.) The 

prediction of membership of a class can be done by a statistical classification method 

which is called naïve bayes(NB). There are a lot of works that this algorithm has been 

implemented such as classify eye disease, text document and image data. (W.B. 

Zulfikar & Y.A. Gerhana & A.F. Rahmania) 

The first step to train the model for all of the classifier is to import all the related 

library and the data. The data used in this model is KDDTrain+.  

To import related library to spyder: 

Import panda as pd 

To import related dataset: 

dataset = pd.read_csv(‘KDDTrain+.csv’)                                                      (1) 
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 The data set was imported from KDDTrain+ which is one of the data set from 

NSL-KDD which show in (1). 

 To select the feature: 

 selectedfeature = dataset.iloc[:,5:40].values      (2) 

 condition = dataset.iloc[:,41].values       (3) 

 selectedfeature is the independent feature (2) that used for dependent feature 

which is condition (3)  

 Split the data to train data and test data:  

 from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split    (4) 

X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(selectedfeature, condition, 

test_size=0.40, random_state = 0)        (5) 

 Train_test_split function was imported from sklearn.model_selection which 

show in (4). This function is used to split the data into training data and test data. The 

data was split into a few ratios for testing accuracy purpose which is (training data/test 

data) 0.60/0.40, 0.65/0.35, 0.70/0.30, 0.75/0.25, 0.80/0.20, 0.85/0.15 and 0.90/0.10. 

This ratio is set by test_size = 0.40 which will be change to 0.35, 0.30, 0.25, 0.20,0.15 

and finally 0.10. the random_state = 0 is to ensure every time the split data is constant 

and 0 is the seed for the random which is in (5). 

 To train the model with decision tree:  

 from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier     (6) 

 DTclf = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion = ‘entropy’, random_state = 0)  (7) 

 DTclf.fit(X_train, y_train)        (8) 

 From sklearn.tree a function called DecisionTreeClassifier was called which is 

decision tree algorithm in (6). clf is the variable name which will then call the 

DecisionTreeClassifier() with the parameters of criterion = ‘entropy’ and 

random_state=0 in (7). Then the classifier clf was fitted with X_train and y_train that 

has been split in the train_test_split function. The model will be train according to the 

X_train and y_train data in (8).  
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 To train a model with random forest algorithm: 

 from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier    (9) 

 RFclf=RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=50)              (10) 

 RFclf.fit(X_train, y_train)                   (11) 

 Before training the RF model equation (1) to (5) was repeated. To train a model 

using RF algorithm, RandomForestClassifier was imported from sklearn.ensemble (9). 

Then the RFclf is the variable name, the parameters of RF classifier are n_estimator = 

50 which is the number of tree equal to 50 in (10). X_train and y_train was fit into the 

clf with RF classifier to train the model.  

  Feature Scaling for naïve bayes: 

 from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler                 (12) 

sc = StandardScaler()                  (13) 

X_train = sc.fit_transform(X_train) 

X_test = sc.transform(X_test)                 (14) 

To train a model with naïve bayes network: 

from sklearn.naive_bayes import GaussianNB              (15) 

GNBclf = GaussianNB()                 (16) 

GNBclf.fit(X_train,y_train)                  (17) 

Equation (1) to (5) was repeated to import the related library, data, and splitting 

the data. In naïve bayes, StandardScaler was imported from sklearn.preprocessing to 

have a feature scaling for the X_train and X_test. (12)(13)(14). To train the model, 

GaussianNB was imported from sklearn.naive_bayes (15). GNBclf is the variable name 

that call the gucntion GaussianNB() (16). X_train and y_train was fitted into GNBclf 

to train the model.  

To test the accuracy of the model: 

DTclf.score(X_test, y_test)                (18) 

RFclf.score(X_test, y_test)                        (19) 
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GNBclf.score(X_test, y_test)                                     (20) 

The accuracy of the classifier algorithm was implemented by the function score 

with the parameter of X_test and y_test in (18) (19) (20). 

Impossible that every projects will go as what it planned at the beginning. Same 

goes to this project, there are also some difficulties and challenges. The difficulties that 

I faced during the development of this project is to train the machine learning model. 

The wireless traffic packet that I capture to train the machine learning model is fairly 

inaccurate that causes the machine learning model unable to predict the results correctly. 

Sometimes when I test the machine learning model, it can predict the malicious traffic 

but sometimes it is unable to predict the malicious traffic. Besides, to identify which 

parameters should be used to train the model is also one of the concern. Without the 

correct parameters to train the machine learning model is quite troublesome. Sometimes 

when I think that it is the correct parameter and I choose the parameter to train the 

machine learning model, my supervisor will tell me that another parameter is more 

suitable to train the machine learning model to have a better accuracy. 

Figure 2.5 (k): Sample wireshark packet 
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Figure 2.5 (l): Detail of packet 

Figure 2.5 (m): Detail of ICMP packet 

 

 Figure 3(k), figure 3(l) and figure 3(m) shows the network traffic that are 

captured by Wireshark.  This network traffic is capture in a simple network which 

consist of a client and one access point. In figure 3(k), we can see that there are a lot of 

packet that are labelled red. It is ICMP request and reply from 192.168.43.54 to 

192.168.43.1 or 192.168.43.1 to 192.168.43.54. This is also a type of DoS attack which 

will prevent the access point to process any legitimate request from normal user. The 

client IP address which is 192.168.43.54 and the IP address for access point is 
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192.168.43.54. the continuous ICMP request and reply is done by simple ping attack 

by the command hping-3 –icmp –c 1000 –d 1000 --spoof  192.168.43.54 192.168.43.1 

which is smurf attack. As we further decapsulate the ICMP packet in figure 3(l) we can 

clearly see the destination of the packet is VivoMobi_dd:a6:6a and the source is 

NeotuneI_1b:8c:c7. When we look deeper in the ICMP section, we are able to see that 

the data is 1000bytes and it is type 8 which is echo (ping) request. Figure 3(k) shows 

the easiest ICMP attacks in a network which are able to be captured by Wireshark.  

Figure 2.5 (n): Normal traffic 

 Figure 3(n) shows a normal traffic in the network, this network does not 

contain any suspicious activities. This network is consisting of 2 clients and a unifi 

router. Based on figure 3(n) we are can analyse the client of the network is surfing web. 

Which is a normal traffic that captured by Wireshark. 
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Figure 2.5(o): Result and graph of type of machine learning classification techniques 

and different test size 

 Figure 4 shows the result and graph regarding different type of machine learning 

classification technique with the respective test size. From figure 4 the graph shows us 

that RF has the least accuracy according to RFclf.score(X_test, y_test). As we can see, 

the test size with 0.35 has the highest accuracy. On the other hand, the test size with 

0.15 has the lowest accuracy. The mean for DT with different test size was calculated 

which is 99.96351%. NB has the second highest of accuracy with the mean of 99.98157% 

and the highest accuracy is DT that have a mean of 99.9961%. In NB, the test size that 

have the higher accuracy is 0.20 with the score of 99.984123834094%. the test size 

with the least accuracy is 0.10 which has the score of 99.97619. In DT it has the highest 

accuracy among the other 2 algorithms. The test size that has the highest accuracy is 

0.30 which has the score of 99.99735 and the test size with the least accuracy is 0.10 

with the score of 99.99206. Furthermore, the mean for this 3 machine learning 

classification technique is calculated. The least accurate classification technique is RF 

which has a mean of 99.9635. The most accurate classification technique is DT which 
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has a mean of 99.9961 and the mean for naïve bayes is 99.9816 which makes it the 

second most accurate. 

 The method that are widely used by everyone is decision tree because it is a 

non-linear supervised model. Besides it is able to classify into different categories in 

order to make an accurate prediction from unseen data. DT model usually breaks the 

result into if-else statement that can be seen as a tree-like graph. Tree-like model offer 

a high degree of comprehension to make it flexible and easy for human and machine to 

learn the discovered knowledge. (Hang Yang et. al. 2014) Besides, DT is using an 

approach that consist of multistage decision making. DT is a consecutive model that 

will compare a numeric attribute against a threshold value. (Anuradha & Dr.Gaurav 

Gupta 2014)  RF is a classifier that builds up using DT which is the basic classifier for 

RF.  Based on the upper bound generalization error in RF, RF’s classification ability 

can be further improve. Accuracy of single sub-based classifier should be enhanced in 

order to have a better accuracy of RF. (Yu Liu et. al. 2019) RF is an ensemble leaning 

method that is highly dependent on distinctiveness of the individual base classifier. (M. 

Bader-El-Den & E. Teitei & T. Perry 2017) NB consider as a statiscal classification 

technique that able to predict probability of ownership of a class.  (W.B. Zulfikar, Y.A. 

Gerhana, A.F. Rahmania  2018)  Besides,  it is also a probabilistic analyser which are 

capable to do basic  stuff. It is able to sum all the frequencies and values of data to 

compute a set of probabilities. The model train using NB able to allow every attribute 

to contribute in the final decision.(F. Harahap et. al. 2018)
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Chapter 3: System Design 

 

 

Figure 3(a): Work flow of this research 

 

There is few enhancement was made in the following code as compare to the 

previous work. The code from preliminary work was enhanced. The following are the 

enhancement work. 

The first step to train the model for all of the classifier is to import all the related 

library and the data. The wired dataset used to train the following model is KDDTrain+ 

and the dataset that used to test the model is KDDTest+. There is a total of 3 files which 

is IDS.py, train.py and report.py. This 3 files is used to train the model, predict using 

test data and calculate and print out the results for each of the classifier. 

For the first file to be discuss of this project which is the train.py. It is a file 

which used to train each of the machine learning model. From (1) to (6) it is the library 

from spyder. (7) is a self-define library which will be discuss later on. 

First, in the file we import all the necessary library. 

from sklearn import svm          (1) 

from sklearn.naive_bayes import GaussianNB                   (2) 

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split                        (3) 
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from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier                        (4) 

from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier        (5) 

from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix                                        (6) 

from report import report                                                                                 (7) 

After all of the related library has been imported, the next step is to define the 

function for each of the model. The first model to be define is decision tree, the function 

name will be ModelDT(combination, bestTestData, condition, expected) in (8). The 

function needs four parameters which is combination, bestTestData, condition and 

expected. The parameter combination is the random combination of three out of the top 

10 features from the train data. For bestTestData, it is the same as combination but it 

has the feature from test data. Then the data will split into train data/test data (0.60/0.40) 

in (9). The decision tree classifier was assigned to a variable name modelDT and the 

parameter of DecisionTreeClassifier() is kept default in (10). The model is then fit with 

X_train and y_train (11) which is the result from splitting the data (9). The trained 

model is used to predict test data which shows in (12). A confusion matrix is plotted in 

(13). The results from confusion matrix which is true positive (DTtp), true negative 

(DTtn), false positive (DTfp) and false negative (DTfn) was assigned to the respective 

variable in (13). The results from (13) is fitted into another self-define function to 

calculate accuracy, precision, recall and f1 score and the value for each true negative, 

true positive, false negative and false positive was print out.  

def ModelDT(combination,bestTestData,condition,expected):                (8) 

        X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(combination, 

 condition, test_size=0.40, random_state=0)                     (9) 

        modelDT = DecisionTreeClassifier()      (10) 

        modelDT.fit(X_train,y_train)       (11) 

        predictedDT=modelDT.predict(bestTestData)       (12) 

        DTtn, DTfp, DTfn, DTtp=confusion_matrix(expected,  

        predictedDT).ravel()                   (13) 
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        report(DTtp,DTfp,DTfn,DTtn,predictedDT,expected)    (14) 

         

The next function in the file is ModelRF(combination, 

bestTestData,condition,expected) in (15). The definition for each of the parameter in 

ModelRF is same as ModelDT. The dataset is split into train data and test data 

(0.60/0.40) in (16). modelRF is the variable name that used to assign 

RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=100) which is the random forest classifier. The 

split data X_train and y_train is fit into the random forest model. The trained model is 

used to predict test data (20). A confusion matrix is plotted to see the results of the 

prediction of the model. The results were assigned to the respective variable which is 

true positive (RFtp), true negative (RFtn), false positive (RFtp) and false negative (RFfn) 

(21). The accuracy, precision, recall and f1 score is calculated in (22). Besides, the 

results of true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative were print out 

along with accuracy, precision, recall and f1 score in (22). 

def ModelRF(combination,bestTestData,condition,expected):              (15) 

        X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(combination,  

condition, test_size=0.40, random_state=0)      (16) 

        modelRF = RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=100)   (17) 

        modelRF.fit(X_train,y_train)       (18) 

        predictedRF=modelRF.predict(bestTestData)      (20) 

        RFtn, RFfp, RFfn, RFtp = confusion_matrix(expected,  

predictedRF).ravel()         (21) 

        report(RFtp,RFfp,RFfn,RFtn,predictedRF,expected)    (22) 

The third function in the file is ModelNB(combination, 

bestTestData,condition,expected) which is used to train naïve bayes model in (23). The 

definition for each of the parameter in ModelNB is same as previously self-define 

function. The dataset is split into train data and test data (0.60/0.40) in (24). modelNB 

is the variable name that used to assign GaussianNB() which is the naïve bayes 

classifier it used the default parameter in (25). The split data X_train and y_train is fit 
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into the naïve bayes model (26). The trained model is used to predict test data (27). A 

confusion matrix is plotted to see the results of the prediction of the model. The results 

were assigned to the respective variable which is true positive (NBtp), true negative 

(NBtn), false positive (NBtp) and false negative (NBfn) (28). All of the results such as 

true positive, true negative, false positive, false negative, accuracy, precision, recall and 

f1 score is calculated and print out by using this function in (29).  

def ModelNB(combination,bestTestData,condition,expected):              (23) 

        X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(combination,  

condition, test_size=0.40, random_state=0)      (24) 

        modelNB = GausianNB()                                                    (25) 

        modelNB.fit(X_train,y_train)       (26) 

        predictedNB=modelNB.predict(bestTestData)      (27) 

        NBtn, Nbfp, NBfn, NBtp = confusion_matrix(expected,  

predictedNB).ravel()         (28) 

        report(NBtn,Nbfp,NBfn,NBtp,predictedNB,expected)    (29) 

The final function in the file which is ModelSVC(combination, 

bestTestData,condition,expected) which is used to train support vector machine model 

in (30). The definition for each of the parameter in ModelSVC is same as previously 

self-define function. The dataset is split into train data and test data (0.60/0.40) in (31). 

modelSVC is the variable name that used to assign svm.SVC() which is the support 

vector machine classifier it used the default parameter in (32). The split data X_train 

and y_train is fit into the support vector machine model (33). The trained model is used 

to predict test data (34). A confusion matrix is plotted to see the results of the prediction 

of the model. The results were assigned to the respective variable which is true positive 

(NBtp), true negative (NBtn), false positive (NBtp) and false negative (NBfn) (35). All 

of the results such as true positive, true negative, false positive, false negative, accuracy, 

precision, recall and f1 score is calculated and print out by using this function (36).  

def ModelSVC(combination,bestTestData,condition,expected):              (30) 

        X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(combination,  
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condition, test_size=0.40, random_state=0)      (31) 

        modelSVC = svm.SVC()                                                      (32) 

        modelSVC.fit(X_train,y_train)       (33) 

        predictedSVC=modelSVC.predict(bestTestData)     (34) 

        SVCtn, SVCfp, SVCfn, SVCtp = confusion_matrix(expected,  

predictedSVC).ravel()         (35) 

        report(SVCtn,SVCfp,SVCfn,SVCtp,predictedNB,expected)   (36) 

The second file is report.py which is a self-defined library to calculate and 

display the results.  

First, there are two libraries were imported. 

from sklearn.metrics import (precision_score,  

recall_score,f1_score,accuracy_score,mean_squared_error, 

mean_absolute_error)                     (1) 

from sklearn.metrics import classification_report      (2) 

The function that calculate and display all of the results is report(truePositive, 

falsePositive,falseNegative,pred,train) (3). It takes 6 parameters into it, which is 

truePositive, falsePositive, falseNegative ,pred and train. pred is the prediction of the 

model which made by a trained model, and train is the dependent feature of the test 

data. Then the parameter is assigned to respective variable (4). The accuracy score is 

calculated by using accuracy_score(train,pred) in (5). To calculate the accuracy score, 

the formula used is (TP+TN)/(TP+FP+FN+TN) where TP is true positive, TN is true 

negative, FP is false positive and FN is false negative. Accuracy is the ratio of correctly 

predicted to the total number. The following is to calculate recall which use 

recall_score(train,pred, average=”binary”). The formula used to calculate recall score 

is TP/(TP+FN). Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted to the total of correctly 

predicted packet and normal packet. Besides, the precision score of the model is also 

calculated with the formula TP/(TP+FP) in (7). Finally, the f1 score which is the 

average for precision and recall. To calculate f1 score, f1_score(train,pred, 
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average=”binary”) is used (8). The formula to calculate f1 score is 2(Recall * Precision) 

/ (Recall + Precision). Besides, the true positive rate and false positive rate was also 

calculated in (9) and (10). True positive, true negative, false positive and false negative 

was printed out in (11). The results from the calculation of accuracy, precision, recall 

and f1 score was print out in (9), (10), (11) and (12). A summary of each classes is 

printed out in (14) which will be more specific about the results on normal and attack 

classes. Finally, accuracy, recall, precision,f1, true positive rate and false positive rate 

was return by this function.  

     trueNegative,pred,train)def report(truePositive, falsePositive,falseNegative, 

     trueNegative,pred,train):         (3) 

    tp,fp,fn,tn = truePositive,falsePositive, falseNegative,trueNegative   (4) 

    accuracy = accuracy_score(train, pred)       (5) 

    recall = recall_score(train,pred, average = "binary")     (6) 

    precision = precision_score(train, pred, average="binary")    (7) 

    f1 = f1_score(train, pred, average="binary")                  (8) 

    tpr=tp/(tp+fn)           (9) 

    fpr=fp/(fp+tn)                                          (10) 

 print("TP:",tp,"\nFP:",fp,"\nFN:",fn,"\nTN:",tn,”\n”)       (11) 

    print("Accuracy : %.3f "%accuracy)      (12) 

    print("Precision : %.3f" %precision)      (13) 

    print("Recall: %.3f"%recall)       (14) 

    print("F1score: %.3f"%f1)        (15) 

    print("\n")          (16) 

    print(classification_report(train, pred))                 (17) 

   return (accuracy,recall,precision,f1,tpr,fpr)                (18) 
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The final file which is the IDS.py, it is the main function to call all of the related 

library and function to train the model, predict with the model and display the results.  

First, the necessary libraries were imported. 

import pandas as pd           (1) 

from sklearn import metrics         (2) 

from sklearn.feature_selection import SelectKBest                  (3) 

from sklearn.feature_selection import chi2       (4) 

from sklearn.feature_selection import f_classif      (5) 

from train import *          (6) 

The second step will be read the dataset from their own respective files. The 

train data and test data for NSL-KDD is traindata and testdata in (7) and (8). While, 

wirelessTrainData and wirelessTestData is the train and test data for NaBIoT which is 

wireless dataset.  

traindata = pd.read_csv('KDDTrain+.csv')       (7) 

testdata = pd.read_csv('KDDTest+.csv')       (8) 

wirelessTrainData = pd.read_csv('wireless.csv')      (9) 

wirelessTestData = pd.read_csv('wirelessTest1.csv')              (10) 

The label of each attack packet was changed to 1 attack and normal packet 

change to 0 in (11). Besides, the service, protocol and flag was change to numeric value. 

The following (12), (13), (14) and (15) are the codes that change the data to respective 

numeric value in train data. 

attack = { 

        'back' : 1,'buffer_overflow' : 1,'ftp_write' : 1, 'guess_passwd' : 1, 

        'imap' : 1,'ipsweep' : 1, 'land' : 1,'loadmodule' : 1,        'nmap' : 1, 

        'multihop' : 1,'neptune' : 1, 'perl' : 1,'phf' :1,'pod' : 1, 

        'portsweep' : 1, 'rootkit' : 1,'satan' : 1,'smurf':1, 'teardrop' : 1, 
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        'spy' : 1, ,'warezclient' : 1,'warezmaster' : 1, 'normal':0 

}    

traindata = traindata.replace({'Attack':attack})                                           (11) 

Service = { 

        'other' : 1, 'link' : 2, 'netbios_ssn' :3, 'smtp' : 4, 'netstat' : 5, 'ctf' : 6, 

         'ntp_u' : 7, 'harvest' : 8, 'efs' : 9, 'klogin' : 10, 'systat' : 11, 'exec' : 12, 

        'nntp' : 13, 'pop_3' : 14, 'printer' : 15, 'vmnet' : 16, 'netbios_ns' : 17, 

        'urh_i' : 18, 'ssh' : 19, 'http_8001': 20, 'iso_tsap' :21, 'aol' : 22, 

        'sql_net' : 23, 'shell' : 24, 'supdup' : 25, 'auth' : 26, 'whois' : 27,  

        'discard' : 28, 'sunrpc' : 29, 'urp_i' : 30, 'rje' : 31, 'ftp' : 32, 

        'daytime' : 33,'domain_u':34, 'pm_dump' : 35, 'time' : 36, 

        'hostnames':37, 'name' : 38, 'ecr_i' :39, 'ecr_i' :39, 'bgp' : 40,   

       'telnet':41,'domain':42, 'ftp_data':43,'nnsp':44,'courier':45, 

        'finger':46,'uucp_path':47,'X11':48, 'imap4':49,'mtp':50, 

        'login':51,'tftp_u':52, 'kshell':53,'private':54,'http_2784':55, 

        'echo':56,'http':57,'ldap':58,'tim_i':59, 'netbios_dgm':60,'uucp':61, 

        'eco_i':62, 'remote_job':63,'IRC':64,'http_443':65, 

        'red_i':66,'Z39_50':67,'pop_2':68,'gopher':69,  'csnet_ns':70 

 } 

traindata = traindata.replace({'Service':Service})                                       (12) 

Protocol = { 

        'icmp':1,'tcp':2,'udp':3 

 } 

traindata = traindata.replace({'Protocol':Protocol})                                   (13) 
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Flag = { 

        'OTH' : 1, 'S1':2,'S2':3,'RSTO':4,'RSTR':5, 

        'RSTOS0':6,'SF':7,'SH':8,'REJ':9,'S0':10,'S3':11  

} 

traindata = traindata.replace({'Flag':Flag})                                                (14) 

The following codes are used to change the data to respective numeric values 

for test data.  

attack = { 

        'back' : 1,'buffer_overflow' : 1, 

        'ftp_write' : 1, 'guess_passwd' : 1, 

        'imap' : 1, 'ipsweep' : 1,'land' : 1, 'loadmodule' : 1, 

        'multihop' : 1, 'neptune' : 1,'nmap' : 1,'perl' : 1, 'phf' :1,'pod' : 1, 

        'portsweep' : 1,'rootkit' : 1,'satan' : 1,'smurf':1,'spy' : 1, 

        'teardrop' : 1,'warezclient' : 1,'warezmaster' :1 , 

        'normal':0,'saint':1,'mscan':1, 'apache2':1, 

        'snmpgetattack':1,'processtable':1,'httptunnel':1,'snmpguess':1, 

        'mailbomb':1,'named':1,'ps':1,'sendmail':1,'xterm':1, 'worm':1, 'xlock':1, 

        'xsnoop':1, 'sqlattack':1, 'udpstorm':1 

        } 

testdata = testdata.replace({'Attack':attack})                                               (15) 

 

Service = { 

        'other' : 1, 'link' : 2, 'netbios_ssn' :3, 'smtp' : 4, 'netstat' : 5, 'ctf' : 6, 

         'ntp_u' : 7, 'harvest' : 8, 'efs' : 9, 'klogin' : 10, 'systat' : 11, 'exec' : 12, 

        'nntp' : 13, 'pop_3' : 14, 'printer' : 15, 'vmnet' : 16, 'netbios_ns' : 17, 
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        'urh_i' : 18, 'ssh' : 19, 'http_8001': 20, 'iso_tsap' :21, 'aol' : 22, 

        'sql_net' : 23, 'shell' : 24, 'supdup' : 25, 'auth' : 26, 'whois' : 27,  

        'discard' : 28, 'sunrpc' : 29, 'urp_i' : 30, 'rje' : 31, 'ftp' : 32, 

        'daytime' : 33,'domain_u':34, 'pm_dump' : 35, 'time' : 36, 

        'hostnames':37, 'name' : 38, 'ecr_i' :39, 'ecr_i' :39, 'bgp' : 40,   

       'telnet':41,'domain':42, 'ftp_data':43,'nnsp':44,'courier':45, 

        'finger':46,'uucp_path':47,'X11':48, 'imap4':49,'mtp':50, 

        'login':51,'tftp_u':52, 'kshell':53,'private':54,'http_2784':55, 

        'echo':56,'http':57,'ldap':58,'tim_i':59, 'netbios_dgm':60,'uucp':61, 

        'eco_i':62, 'remote_job':63,'IRC':64,'http_443':65, 

        'red_i':66,'Z39_50':67,'pop_2':68,'gopher':69,  'csnet_ns':70  

} 

testdata = testdata.replace({'Service':Service})                                            (16) 

Protocol = { 

        'icmp':1,'tcp':2,'udp':3 

        } 

testdata = testdata.replace({'Protocol':Protocol})                                       (17) 

Flag = { 

        'OTH' : 1, 'S1':2,'S2':3,'RSTO':4,'RSTR':5, 

        'RSTOS0':6,'SF':7,'SH':8,'REJ':9,'S0':10,'S3':11 

        } 

testdata = testdata.replace({'Flag':Flag})                                                    (18) 

 After the train dataset was imported, the independent feature and dependent 

feature was selected using the following code (7) and (8). The independent feature and 

dependent feature of test dataset by using the following code (9) and (10). The 
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independent feature which is selectedfeature (7) and the dependent feature which is 

condition (9). (9) is the independent for test data and (10) is the dependent feature of 

test data.  

 To select the feature: 

 selectedfeature = traindata.iloc[:,:-2]                                (19) 

 condition = traindata.iloc[:,-2]                      (20) 

            test= testdata.iloc[:,:]                                    (21) 

            condition = testdata.iloc[:,-2]                                  (22) 

  To find out the top 10 scores of the feature for NSL-KDD. SelectKBest function 

from sklearn.feature_selection by using ANOVA to calculate the top 10 scores in (24). 

In (29), the data frame column is named as ‘Feature’ and ‘Score’. Then the top 10 

largest scores were printed in a table in (30).  

 dfcolumns = pd.DataFrame(selectedfeature.columns)             (23) 

 bestfeatures = SelectKBest(score_func=f_classif, k=10)                        (24) 

 fit = bestfeatures.fit(selectedfeature,condition)                                 (25) 

 dfscores = pd.DataFrame(fit.scores_)                                              (26) 

 dfcolumns = pd.DataFrame(traindata.columns)                         (27) 

 featureScores = pd.concat([dfcolumns,dfscores],axis=1)                    (28) 

 featureScores.columns = ['Feature','Score']                            (29) 

 print(featureScores)                                                                         (30) 

 print(featureScores.nlargest(10,'Score'))                                 (31) 

Besides, the top 10 scores of the feature for NaBIoT. SelectKBest function from 

sklearn.feature_selection by using ANOVA to calculate the top 10 scores in (33). In 

(38), the data frame column is named as ‘Feature’ and ‘Score’. Then the top 10 largest 

scores were printed in a table in (40).  

 dfcolumns = pd.DataFrame(selectedFeatureWireless.columns)            (32) 
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 bestfeatures = SelectKBest(score_func=f_classif, k=10)                        (33) 

 fit = bestfeatures.fit(selectedFeatureWireless,condition)                         (34) 

 dfscores = pd.DataFrame(fit.scores_)                                              (35) 

 dfcolumns = pd.DataFrame(wirelessTrainData.columns)                        (36) 

 featureScores = pd.concat([dfcolumns,dfscores],axis=1)                    (37) 

 featureScores.columns = ['Feature','Score']                            (38) 

 print(featureScores)                                                                         (39) 

 print(featureScores.nlargest(10,'Score'))                                 (40) 

 The top 10 features score was determined. Therefore, the top 10 features were 

selected to train the model and a combination of 3 from the top 10 features. 

 #top n=10 features from K features 

bestSelectedFeature = traindata.iloc[:,[28,32,33,11,38,37,24,25,4,22]]     (41) 

bestTestData = testdata.iloc[:,[28,32,33,11,38,37,24,25,4,22]]                  (42) 

#no.1 combination of 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureA = traindata.iloc[:,[28,33,32]]                                      (43) 

bestTestDataA = testdata.iloc[:,[28,33,32]]               (44) 

 

#no.2 combination of 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureB = traindata.iloc[:,[38,11,22]]                                      (45) 

bestTestDataB = testdata.iloc[:,[38,11,22]]               (46) 

 

#no.3 combination of 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureC = traindata.iloc[:,[25,3,24]]              (47) 

bestTestDataC = testdata.iloc[:,[25,3,24]]                  (48) 
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#no.4 combination of 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureD = traindata.iloc[:,[25,32,3]]                         (49) 

bestTestDataD = testdata.iloc[:,[25,32,3]]               (50) 

 

#no.5 combination of 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureE = traindata.iloc[:,[37,32,3]]               (51) 

bestTestDataE = testdata.iloc[:,[37,32,3]]               (52) 

 After the top 10 features for NaBIoT was determined. The top 10 features of the 

dataset were selected and also the combination of 3 from top 10 features.   

#top n=10 features from K features 

bestSelectedFeature=wirelessTrainData.iloc 

[:[28,32,33,11,38,37,24,25,4,22]]         (53) 

bestTestData = wirelessTestData.iloc 

[:,[28,32,33,11,38,37,24,25,4,22]]                                            (54) 

#no.1 combination from 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureA=wirelessTrainData.iloc[:[9,24,6]]      (55) 

bestTestDataA = wirelessTestData.iloc[:,[9,24,6]]                                         (56) 

#no.2 combination from 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureB=wirelessTrainData.iloc[:[21,18,6]]     (57) 

bestTestDataB = wirelessTestData.iloc[:,[21,18,6]]                                         (58) 

 

#no.3 combination from 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureC=wirelessTrainData.iloc[:[3,18,0]]      (59) 

bestTestDataC = wirelessTestData.iloc[:,[3,18,0]]                                         (60) 
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#no.4 combination from 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureD=wirelessTrainData.iloc[:[9,27,15]]     (61) 

bestTestDataD = wirelessTestData.iloc[:,[9,27,15]]                                         (62) 

 

#no.5 combination from 3 from K features 

bestSelectedFeatureE=wirelessTrainData.iloc[:[24,21,0]]     (63) 

bestTestDataE = wirelessTestData.iloc[:,[24,21,0]]                                         (64) 

With the selected features, the selected features were fit into training function 

which discuss earlier. The first model to be trained is decision tree model. The function 

used is ModelDT(combination, bestTestData, condition, expected). First, the top 10 

features of the dataset was fitted, ModelDT(bestSelectedFeature, bestTestData, 

condition, expected). Then, the bestTestData is changed to bestTestDataA, 

bestTestDataB, bestTestDataC, bestTestDataD, bestTestDataE and 

bestSelectedFeature is changed to bestSelectedFeatureA, bestSelectedFeatureB, 

bestSelectedFeatureC, bestSelectedFeatureD and bestSelectedFeatureE. After the 

model is successfully trained, the results are return by each of the function and store 

into the respective variable. After that, the respective results were stored in a table in 

(79). In (80) the data from (79) is fitted into the data frame to have better visualization. 

From (81) to (84) these are the code that used to plot the graph according to the results 

for each of the combination for one classifier. The same steps were repeated in other 

naïve bayes, random forest and support vector machine and different dataset which is 

NaBIoT dataset in this case.  

print("----------------------------NSL-KDD dataset-----------------------------")   (65) 

#NSL-KDD 

print("----------------------------------DT------------------------------------------")(66) 

print("----------------------------Top 10 Features--------------------------------") (67) 

DTtpr, DTfpr, acc, recall,precision,f1 = ModelDT 

(bestSelectedFeature,bestTestData,condition, expected)               (68) 
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print("-----------------------------Combination A--------------------------------") (69) 

DTtprA,DTfprA, accA,recallA,precisionA,f1_A= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureA,bestTestDataA,condition, expected)             (70) 

print("-----------------------------Combination B-------------------------------")  (71) 

DTtprB,DTfprB, accB,recallB,precisionB,f1_B = 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureB,bestTestDataB,condition, expected) (72) 

print("-----------------------------Combination C-------------------------------") (73) 

DTtprC,DTfprC,accC,recallC,precisionC,f1_C= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureC,bestTestDataC,condition, expected) (74) 

print("-----------------------------Combination D-------------------------------") (75) 

DTtprD,DTfprD,accD,recallD,precisionD,f1_D= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureD,bestTestDataD,condition, expected)   (76) 

print("-----------------------------Combination E-------------------------------")    (77) 

DTtprE,DTfprE,accE,recallE,precisionE,f1_E= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureE,bestTestDataE,condition, expected)  (78) 

 

data = {'':['Top 10 Features','Combination A','Combination B', 

'Combination C', 'Combination D', 'Combination E'], 

 'False Positive Rate':[DTfpr,DTfprA,DTfprB,DTfprC,DTfprD,DTfprE], 

 'True Positive Rate':[DTtpr,DTtprA,DTtprB,DTtprC,DTtprD,DTtprE], 

 'Accuracy':[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE], 

 'Recall':[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE], 

 'Precision':[precision,precisionA,precisionB, 

 precisionC,precisionD,precisionE], 
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 'F1 Score':[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E] }                  (79) 

df = pd.DataFrame (data, columns = ['','False Positive Rate', 

'True Positive Rate','Accuracy','Recall','Precision','F1 Score'])   (80) 

plt.plot([DTfpr,DTfprA,DTfprB,DTfprC,DTfprD,DTfprE],'go-', 

[DTtpr,DTtprA,DTtprB,DTtprC,DTtprD,DTtprE],'ro-', 

[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE],'bo-', 

[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],'co-', 

[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC,precisionD,precisionE],'mo-', 

[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E],'yo-')       (81) 

plt.title("Results of Decision Tree Model(NSL-KDD)")   (82)  

plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate = Green \n True Positive Rate = Red\n 

Accuracy Score= Blue\nRecall = Cyan\nPrecision = Magenta\n 

F1 Score = Yellow")          (83) 

plt.show()         (84) 

print("----------------------------------NB--------------------------------------") 

print(" ") 

print("----------------------------Top 10 Features-----------------------------")      (85) 

NBtpr, NBfpr, acc, recall,precision,f1= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeature,bestTestData,condition, expected)   (86) 

print("-----------------------------Combination A-------------------------------")  (87) 

NBtprA, NBfprA, accA, recallA,precisionA,f1_A= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureA,bestTestDataA,condition, expected)  (88) 

print("-----------------------------Combination B-------------------------------")  (89) 

NBtprB, NBfprB, accB, recallB,precisionB,f1_B= 
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ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureB,bestTestDataB,condition, expected)  (90) 

print("-----------------------------Combination C-------------------------------")   (91) 

NBtprC, NBfprC, accC, recallC,precisionC,f1_C= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureC,bestTestDataC,condition, expected)  (92) 

print("-----------------------------Combination D-------------------------------")  (93) 

NBtprD, NBfprD, accD, recallD,precisionD,f1_D= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureD,bestTestDataD,condition, expected)   (94) 

print("-----------------------------Combination E-------------------------------")  (95) 

NBtprE, NBfprE, accE, recallE,precisionE,f1_E= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureE,bestTestDataE,condition, expected)     (96) 

data = {'':['Top 10 Features','Combination A','Combination B', 

'Combination C', 'Combination D', 'Combination E'], 

 'False Positive Rate':[NBtpr,NBfprA,NBfprB,NBfprC,NBfprD,NBfprE], 

 'True Positive Rate':[NBtpr,NBtprA,NBtprB,NBtprC,NBtprD,NBtprE], 

 'Accuracy':[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE], 

 'Recall':[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE], 

'Precision':[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC, 

precisionD,precisionE], 

        'F1 Score':[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E] }     (97) 

df = pd.DataFrame (data, columns = ['','False Positive Rate', 

'True Positive Rate','Accuracy','Recall','Precision','F1 Score'])   (98) 

plt.plot([NBfpr,NBfprA,NBfprB,NBfprC,NBfprD,NBfprE],'go-', 

[NBtpr,NBtprA,NBtprB,NBtprC,NBtprD,NBtprE],'ro-', 

[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE],'bo-', 

[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],'co-', 
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[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC,precisionD,precisionE],'mo-', 

[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E],'yo-')       (99) 

plt.title("Results of Naive Bayes Model(NSL-KDD)")               (100) 

plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate = Green \n True Positive Rate = Red\n 

Accuracy Score= Blue\nRecall = Cyan\nPrecision = Magenta\n 

F1 Score = Yellow")                   (101) 

plt.show()                  (102) 

 

print("---------------------------------RF--------------------------------------")       (103) 

print("----------------------------Top 10 Features--------------------------")       (104) 

RFtpr, RFfpr, acc, recall,precision,f1= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeature,bestTestData,condition, expected)              (105) 

print("---------------------------Combination A-----------------------------")        (106) 

RFtprA, RFfprA, accA, recallA,precisionA,f1_A= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureA,bestTestDataA,condition, expected)           (107) 

print("--------------------------Combination B-----------------------------")        (108) 

RFtprB, RFfprB, accB, recallB,precisionB,f1_B= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureB,bestTestDataB,condition, expected)          (109) 

print("------------------------Combination C-----------------------------")            (110) 

RFtprC, RFfprC, accC, recallC,precisionC,f1_C= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureC,bestTestDataC,condition, expected)         (111) 

print("------------------------Combination D-----------------------------")          (112) 

RFtprD, RFfprD, accD, recallD,precisionD,f1_D= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureD,bestTestDataD,condition, expected)         (113) 
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print("-------------------------Combination E-----------------------------")        (114) 

RFtprE, RFfprE, accE, recallE,precisionE,f1_E= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureE,bestTestDataE,condition, expected)         (115) 

data = {'':['Top 10 Features','Combination A','Combination B', 

'Combination C', 'Combination D', 'Combination E'], 

 'False Positive Rate':[RFtpr,RFfprA,RFfprB,RFfprC,RFfprD,RFfprE], 

'True Positive Rate':[RFtpr,RFtprA,RFtprB,RFtprC,RFtprD,RFtprE], 

'Accuracy':[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE], 

'Recall':[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],     

'Precision':[precision,precisionA,precision 

,precisionC,precisionD,precisionE], 

'F1 Score':[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E] }                          (116) 

df = pd.DataFrame (data, columns = ['','False Positive Rate', 

'True Positive Rate','Accuracy','Recall','Precision','F1 Score'])                    (117) 

plt.plot([RFtpr,RFfprA,RFfprB,RFfprC,RFfprD,RFfprE],'go-', 

[RFtpr,RFfprA,RFfprB,RFfprC,RFfprD,RFfprE],'ro-', 

[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE],'bo-', 

[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],'co-', 

[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC,precisionD,precisionE],'mo-', 

[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E],'yo-')                           (118) 

plt.title("Results of Random Forest Model(NSL-KDD)")            (119) 

plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate = Green \n True Positive Rate = Red\n 

Accuracy Score= Blue\nRecall = Cyan\nPrecision = Magenta\n 

F1 Score = Yellow")                   (120) 

plt.show()                  (121) 
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print("---------------------------------SVC------------------------------------")      (122) 

print(" ") 

print("------------------------Top 10 Features------------------------------")      (123) 

SVCtpr, SVCfpr, acc, recall,precision,f1= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeature,bestTestData,condition, expected)           (124) 

print("------------------------Combination A-----------------------------")         (125) 

SVCtprA, SVCcfprA, accA, recallA,precisionA,f1_A= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureA,bestTestDataA,condition, expected)       (126) 

print("-----------------------Combination B-----------------------------")          (127) 

SVCctpr, SVCfprB, accB, recallB,precisionB,f1_B= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureB,bestTestDataB,condition, expected)       (128) 

print("-----------------------Combination C-----------------------------")          (129) 

SVCtprC, SVCfprC, accC, recallC,precisionC,f1_C= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureC,bestTestDataC,condition, expected)       (130) 

print("-----------------------Combination D-----------------------------")           (131) 

SVCtprD, SVCfprD, accD, recallD,precisionD,f1_D= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureD,bestTestDataD,condition, expected)      (132) 

print("-----------------------Combination E-----------------------------")           (133) 

SVCtprE, SVCfprE, accE, recallE,precisionE,f1_E= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureE,bestTestDataE,condition, expected)       (134) 

data = {'':['Top 10 Features','Combination A','Combination B', 

'Combination C', 'Combination D', 'Combination E'], 

'False Positive Rate':[SVCtpr,SVCfprA,SVCfprB,SVCfprC, 

SVCfprD,SVCfprE], 
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'True Positive Rate':[SVCtpr,SVCtprA,SVCtprB,SVCtprC, 

SVCtprD,SVCtprE], 

'Accuracy':[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE], 

'Recall':[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE], 

'Precision':[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC, 

precisionD,precisionE], 

'F1 Score':[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E]}               (135) 

df = pd.DataFrame (data, columns = ['','False Positive Rate', 

'True Positive Rate','Accuracy','Recall','Precision','F1 Score'])                  (136) 

plt.plot([SVCtpr,SVCfprA,SVCfprB,SVCfprC,SVCfprD,SVCfprE],'go-', 

[SVCtpr,SVCtprA,SVCtprB,SVCtprC,SVCtprD,SVCtprE],'ro-', 

[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE],'bo-', 

[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],'co-', 

[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC,precisionD,precisionE],'mo-', 

[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E],'yo-')                (137) 

plt.title("Results of Support Vector Machine Model(NSL-KDD)")           (138) 

plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate = Green \n True Positive Rate = Red\n 

Accuracy Score= Blue\nRecall = Cyan\nPrecision = Magenta\n 

F1 Score = Yellow")                              (139) 

plt.show()                  (140) 

Next, to train the model with NaBIoT dataset. 

print("---------------------------Wireless Model--------------------------")         (140) 

print("--------------------------------DT-------------------------------------")        (141) 

print("------------------------Top 10 Features----------------------------")         (142) 
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DTtpr, DTfpr, acc, recall,precision,f1= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureWireless,bestWirelessTest, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                          (143) 

print("------------------------Combination A-----------------------------")         (144) 

DTtprA, DTfprA, accA, recallA,precisionA,f1_A= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessA,bestWirelessTestA, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)              (145) 

print("-----------------------Combination B------------------------------")          (146) 

DTtprB, DTfprB, accB, recallB,precisionB,f1_B= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessB,bestWirelessTestB, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                          (147) 

print("----------------------Combination C-------------------------------")          (149) 

DTtprC, DTfprC, accC, recall,precisionC,f1_C= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessC,bestWirelessTestC, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)               (150) 

print("-----------------------Combination D-----------------------------")           (151) 

DTtprD, DTfprD, accD, recallD,precisionD,f1_D= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessD,bestWirelessTestD, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                           (152) 

print("-----------------------Combination E-----------------------------")          (153) 

DTtprE, DTfprE, accE, recallE,precisionE,f1_E= 

ModelDT(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessE,bestWirelessTestE, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                             (154) 

data = {'':['Top 10 Features','Combination A','Combination B', 
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'Combination C', 'Combination D', 'Combination E'], 

'False Positive Rate':[DTfpr,DTfprA,DTfprB,DTfprC,DTfprD,DTfprE], 

'True Positive Rate':[DTtpr,DTtprA,DTtprB,DTtprC,DTtprD,DTtprE], 

'Accuracy':[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE], 

'Recall':[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE], 

'Precision':[precision,precisionA,precisionB, 

precisionC,precisionD,precisionE], 

'F1 Score':[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E] }                                                    (155) 

df = pd.DataFrame (data, columns = ['','False Positive Rate', 

'True Positive Rate','Accuracy','Recall','Precision','F1 Score'])                    (156) 

plt.plot([DTfpr,DTfprA,DTfprB,DTfprC,DTfprD,DTfprE],'go-', 

[DTtpr,DTtprA,DTtprB,DTtprC,DTtprD,DTtprE],'ro-', 

[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE],'bo-', 

[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],'co-', 

[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC,precisionD,precisionE],'mo-', 

[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E],'yo-')                                                              (157) 

plt.title("Results of Decision Tree Model(NaBIoT)")                                       (158) 

plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate = Green \n True Positive Rate = Red\n 

Accuracy Score= Blue\nRecall = Cyan\nPrecision = Magenta\n 

F1 Score = Yellow")                                                                                       (159) 

plt.show()                                                                                                          (160) 

print("------------------------------NB-------------------------------------")           (161) 

print("------------------------Top 10 Features----------------------------")            (162) 

NBtpr, NBfpr, acc, recall,precision,f1_= 
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ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureWireless,bestWirelessTest, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                                       (163) 

print("-----------------------Combination A-----------------------------")              (164) 

NBtprA, NBfprA, accA, recallA,precisionA,f1_A= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessA,bestWirelessTestA, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                                 (165) 

print("-----------------------Combination B------------------------------")             (166) 

NBtprB, NBfprB, accB, recallB,precisionB,f1_B= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessB,bestWirelessTestB, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                                (167) 

print("-----------------------Combination C-----------------------------")              (168) 

NBtprC, NBfprC, accC, recallC,precisionC,f1_C= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessC,bestWirelessTestC, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                           (169) 

print("-----------------------Combination D-----------------------------")            (170) 

NBtprD, NBfprD, accD, recallD,precisionD,f1_D= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessD,bestWirelessTestD, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                          (171) 

print("-----------------------Combination E-----------------------------")             (172) 

NBtprE, NBfprE, accE, recallE,precisionE,f1_E= 

ModelNB(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessE,bestWirelessTestE, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                                  (173) 

data = {'':['Top 10 Features','Combination A','Combination B', 

'Combination C', 'Combination D', 'Combination E'], 
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'False Positive Rate':[NBtpr,NBfprA,NBfprB,NBfprC,NBfprD,NBfprE], 

'True Positive Rate':[NBtpr,NBtprA,NBtprB,NBtprC,NBtprD,NBtprE], 

'Accuracy':[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE], 

'Recall':[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],     

'Precision':[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC, 

precisionD,precisionE], 

'F1 Score':[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E] }                                                   (174) 

df = pd.DataFrame (data, columns = ['','False Positive Rate', 

'True Positive Rate','Accuracy','Recall','Precision','F1 Score'])                         (175) 

plt.plot([NBfpr,NBfprA,NBfprB,NBfprC,NBfprD,NBfprE],'go-', 

[NBtpr,NBtprA,NBtprB,NBtprC,NBtprD,NBtprE],'ro-', 

[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE],'bo-', 

[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],'co-', 

[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC, 

precisionD,precisionE],'mo-', 

[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E],'yo-')                                                             (176)  

plt.title("Results of Naive Bayes Model(NSL-KDD)")                                   (177) 

plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate = Green \n True Positive Rate = Red\n 

Accuracy Score= Blue\nRecall = Cyan\nPrecision = Magenta\n 

F1 Score = Yellow")                                                                                          (178) 

plt.show()                                                                                                        (179) 

print("---------------------------------RF------------------------------------")        (180) 

print("----------------------Top 10 Features------------------------------")         (181) 

RFtpr, RFfpr, acc, recall,precision,f1= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureWireless,bestWirelessTest, 
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conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                             (182) 

print("-----------------------Combination A-----------------------------")               (183) 

RFtprA, RFfprA, accA, recallA,precisionA,f1_A= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessA,bestWirelessTestA, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                                (184) 

print("-----------------------Combination B-----------------------------")               (185) 

RFtprB, RFfprB, accB, recallB,precisionB,f1_B= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessB,bestWirelessTestB, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                                   (186) 

print("-----------------------Combination C-----------------------------")            (187) 

RFtprC, RFfprC, accC, recallC,precisionC,f1_C= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessC,bestWirelessTestC, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                           (188) 

print("-----------------------Combination D-----------------------------")          (189) 

RFtprD, RFfprD, accD, recallD,precisionD,f1_D= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessD,bestWirelessTestD, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                             (190) 

print("-----------------------Combination E-----------------------------")           (191) 

RFtprE, RFfprE, accE, recallE,precisionE,f1_E= 

ModelRF(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessE,bestWirelessTestE, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                              (192) 

data = {'':['Top 10 Features','Combination A','Combination B', 

'Combination C', 'Combination D', 'Combination E'], 

'False Positive Rate':[RFtpr,RFfprA,RFfprB,RFfprC,RFfprD,RFfprE], 
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'True Positive Rate':[RFtpr,RFtprA,RFtprB,RFtprC,RFtprD,RFtprE], 

'Accuracy':[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE], 

'Recall':[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],      

'Precision':[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC, 

precisionD,precisionE], 

'F1 Score':[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E]}                                                        (193) 

df = pd.DataFrame (data, columns = ['','False Positive Rate', 

'True Positive Rate','Accuracy','Recall','Precision','F1 Score'])                      (194) 

plt.plot([RFtpr,RFfprA,RFfprB,RFfprC,RFfprD,RFfprE],'go-', 

[RFtpr,RFfprA,RFfprB,RFfprC,RFfprD,RFfprE],'ro-', 

[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE],'bo-', 

[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],'co-', 

[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC,precisionD,precisionE],'mo-', 

[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E],'yo-')                                                            (195) 

plt.title("Results of Random Forest Model(NSL-KDD)")                                (196) 

plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate = Green \n True Positive Rate = Red\n 

Accuracy Score= Blue\nRecall = Cyan\nPrecision = Magenta\n 

F1 Score = Yellow")                                                                                            (197) 

plt.show()                                                                                                       (198) 

print("-------------------------------SVC-----------------------------------")          (199) 

print("----------------------Top 10 Features------------------------------")            (200) 

SVCtpr, SVCfpr, acc, recall,precision,f1= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureWireless,bestWirelessTest, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                           (201) 

print("-----------------------Combination A------------------------------")           (202) 
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SVCtprA, SVCfprA, accA, recallA,precisionA,Af1_A= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessA,bestWirelessTestA, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                           (203) 

print("----------------------Combination B------------------------------")            (204) 

SVCtprB, SVCfprB, accB, recallB,precisionB,f1_B= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessB,bestWirelessTestB, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                             (205) 

print("-----------------------Combination C------------------------------")            (206) 

SVCtpr, SVCfprC, accC, recallC,precisionC,f1_C= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessC,bestWirelessTestC, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                              (207) 

print("-----------------------Combination D-----------------------------")             (208) 

SVCtprD, SVCfprD, accD, recallD,precisionD,f1_D= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessD,bestWirelessTestD, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                          (210) 

print("-----------------------Combination E-----------------------------")            (211) 

SVCtprE, SVCfprE, accE, recallE,precisionE,f1_E= 

ModelSVC(bestSelectedFeatureWirelessE,bestWirelessTestE, 

conditionWireless, WirelessExpected)                                                            (212) 

data = {'':['Top 10 Features','Combination A','Combination B', 

'Combination C', 'Combination D', 'Combination E'], 

'False Positive Rate':[SVCtpr,SVCfprA,SVCfprB, 

SVCfprC,SVCfprD,SVCfprE], 

'True Positive Rate':[SVCtpr,SVCtprA,SVCtprB, 
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SVCtprC,SVCtprD,SVCtprE], 

'Accuracy':[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE], 

'Recall':[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],       

'Precision':[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC, 

precisionD,precisionE], 

'F1 Score':[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E]}                                                        (213) 

df = pd.DataFrame (data, columns = ['','False Positive Rate', 

'True Positive Rate','Accuracy','Recall','Precision','F1 Score'])                         (214) 

plt.plot([SVCtpr,SVCfprA,SVCfprB,SVCfprC,SVCfprD,SVCfprE],'go-', 

[SVCtpr,SVCtprA,SVCtprB,SVCtprC,SVCtprD,SVCtprE],'ro-', 

[acc,accA,accB,accC,accD,accE],'bo-', 

[recall,recallA,recallB,recallC,recallD,recallE],'co-', 

[precision,precisionA,precisionB,precisionC,precisionD,precisionE],'mo-', 

[f1,f1_A,f1_B,f1_C,f1_D,f1_E],'yo-')                                                            (215) 

plt.title("Results of Support Vector Machine Model(NSL-KDD)")               (216) 

plt.xlabel("False Positive Rate = Green \n True Positive Rate = Red\n 

Accuracy Score= Blue\nRecall = Cyan\nPrecision = Magenta\n 

F1 Score = Yellow")                                                                                        (217) 

plt.show()                              (218) 
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Chapter 4: Flow diagram 

 
Figure 4(a) : Work flow of this research 

In this research, there are two type of dataset used to train the model which is 

wired and wireless. The wired dataset which has 41 features was used to train the model 

is KDDTrain+ with testing dataset KDDTest+. Besides, for wireless dataset its from 

NBaIoT dataset from Y. Meidan et. al. consists of 115 features. For NSL-KDD dataset 

the top 10 features were calculated by using ANOVA. The top 10 features were used 

to train the model and the precision, recall, f score and accuracy was used to determine 

the performance of the model. Besides, 10 groups of random combination of top 10 

features are used to train the model to get the accuracy score. Each of the group consist 

of 3 features from top 10 features. NBaIoT dataset consist of two attack which is Mirai 

attack and Bashlite attack which also known as Gafgyt, Q-Bot, Torlus, LizardStresser, 

and Lizkebab. Both of this attack is Distributed Denial of Service(DDoS) attack which 

use Internet of Things(IoT) device as botnet to perform this attack to a target. It is 

controlled by a bot master to launch an attack. There are 5 different files in Mirai attack 

which is scan, ACK, SYN, UDP and UDP plain. These 5 files are the attack the launch 

by Mirai attack. Scan is the file which consist of the packet the Mirai attack perform 

scanning for vulnerable device in the network. In addition, ACK, SYN, UDP and UDP 

plain consist of the packet that used to flood a target device. Bashlite attack is also one 

of the attack in IoT, which is also performing DDoS attack by using infected botnet. In 

Bashlite attack it consist of 5 files which is scan, junk, UDP, TCP and combo. Same as 
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Mirai attack, Bashlite attack also consist of scanning vulnerable device in the network. 

UDP and TCP consists of the packet of flooding the target via UDP and TCP while 

junk consist of the packet which the device send junk data to the target. Combo consist 

of the packet that send spam data and open a connection to a specific IP and port. The 

wireless train dataset was created by combining the 5 files in Mirai attack and normal 

traffic which is the benign traffic which provided in the NaBIoT dataset. For the 

wireless test dataset, it also consists of 5 files in Mirai attack and benign traffic. On top 

of that the wireless test dataset was also combined with 5 files in Bashlite attack. 

The next step is to select the independent feature and dependent feature of the 

dataset before feature selection. The independent feature act as the input for the model 

and dependent feature act as the output for the independent feature. In NSL-KDD, all 

of the feature was selected as independent feature to train the model except for the label 

of the dataset which is the type of attacks or normal. The label of the dataset act as the 

dependent feature for NSL-KDD this is due to the dependent feature is depend on the 

independent feature to produce the output which is what is labelled on the dataset.  

The third step of this work flow is to have feature selection of the independent 

feature. The algorithm that used to calculate the feature score is 

SelectKBest(score_func=f_classif, k=10). The function will calculate the top 10 feature 

scores and the parameter used as the score function is ANOVA (f_classif) and the 

parameter k is the number of feature that are needed as result after the calculation of 

the feature scores. In this research top1 0 feature are needed, therefore, the k value will 

be 10. The relevant features regarding a set of class labels was measure by ANOVA 

and it is used for feature selection in various fields. There are some works that shows 

ANOVA is a powerful statistic test. It can be used to rank individual feature relevance 

in supervised classification. (M. Peña et al, 2017). The top 10 feature score was 

calculated and the order of the feature score starts from the highest to the lowest. In 

figure , the feature score which has the highest score is same_srv_rate which has a score 

of 1.64e+05for NSL-KDD and the feature that has the lowest score is count which has 

the score of 6.27e+04. Besides, the top 10 scores for NaBIoT dataset was also calculate 

by SelectKBest(score_func=f_classif, k=10). Same as NSL-KDD feature scoring, the 

function used is SelectKBest(score_func=f_classif, k=10), the parameter used in this 

function is ANOVA which is the algorithm to calculate the top 10 scores and k =10 

which is the top 10 feature scores. In figure , the feature that has the highest scoring in 
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NaBIoT is MI_dir_L0.1_weight with the score of 1.52e+04 and the lowest score in the 

top 10 is H_L5_weight which has a scoring of 2.18e+03. 

 

Figure 4(b): Top 10 feature scores for NSL-KDD dataset 

 

Figure 4(c): Top 10 feature scores for NaBIoT dataset 

 The fourth step for this work flow will be selecting the independent feature after 

feature scoring. After feature scoring for independent feature, the top 10 features were 
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selected to fit into the model in order to train the model. Besides, 5 combinations of 3 

from the feature was selected to train the model. 

 

Table 4(a): Different Combinations of Features 
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Table 4 (b): Combination for NaBIoT dataset  

 After the selection for the combination, the train data and test data was selected 

according to the combination in table 4(a) and table 4(b). NSL-KDD dataset was used 

to train decision tree mode, naïve bayes mode, random forest model, and support vector 

machine model. The legends for combination A (0), combination B (1), combination C 

(2), combination D (3) and combination E (4). The results of decision tree classifier 

were shown in figure 4(d). The model uses test data to make prediction and also 

calculate the outcome of the model. The model is fitted combination A to train the 

model. The false positive rate is 0.0601 and true positive rate is 0.557 for combination 

A. The accuracy of the model is 0.722, recall is 0.557, precision is 0.925 and f1 score 

is 0.695. The second combination which is combination B was used to train the model. 
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The false positive rate is 0.0969 and true positive rate is 0.504. The accuracy of the 

model is 0.676, recall is 0.504, precision is 0.873 and f1 score is 0.639. Next, the third 

combination which is combination C was used to train the model. The false positive 

rate of the trained model is 0.00814 and true positive rate is 0.556. The accuracy of this 

model is 0.744, recall is 0.556, precision is 0.989 and f1 score is 0.712. The fourth 

combination used to train the model is combination D. The false positive rate is 0.0212 

and true positive rate is 0.473. The accuracy of this model is 0.691, recall is 0.473, 

precision is 0.973 and f1 score is 0.635. The final combination used to train the model 

is combination E. The false positive rate of the model is 0.0111 and true positive rate 

is 0.473. The accuracy of this model is 0.691, recall is 0.473, precision is 0.967 and f1 

score is 0.712. Among all of the combination, the combination that has the lowest false 

positive rate, highest true positive rate and highest accuracy is combination C. Out of 

all of the combination, combination C gives the most accurate prediction with low false 

positive rate.  

 

Figure 4(d) : Results for Decision Tree Model (NSL-KDD) 
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 Next, naïve bayes was used to train the same combinations from NSL-KDD 

dataset. The legends for combination A (0), combination B (1), combination C (2), 

combination D (3) and combination E (4).  The results of naïve bayes classifier is shown 

in figure 4(e). Combination A was used to train the model. The results that achieve from 

the model is false positive rate which is 0.0786, true positive rate is 0.579, accuracy is 

0.727, recall is 0.579, precision is 0.907 and f1 score is 0.707.  The next combination 

used to train the model is combination B. The false positive rate of the model is 0.0829 

and true positive rate is 0.488. The accuracy for this model is 0.673, recall is 0.488, 

precision is 0.886 and f1 score is 0.630. After that, the combination C was used to train 

the model. The false positive rate from combination C is 0.00536 and true positive rate 

0.256. The accuracy of this combination is 0.574, recall is 0.256, precision is 0.984 and 

f1 score is 0.406. The fourth combination that used to train the model is combination 

D. The false positive rate of the model is 0.0233 and true positive rate is 0.546. The 

accuracy of the model is 0.732, recall is 0.546, precision is 0.969 and f1 score is 0.699. 

The final combination that used to train the model is combination E. The false positive 

rate of the model is 0.0136 and true positive rate is 0.563. The accuracy of this model 

is 0.745, recall is 0.563, precision is 0.982 and f1 score is 0.716. Among of all the 

combination, combination E gives the best results. Combination C does gives the lowest 

false positive rate but the accuracy for combination C is only 0.574 while combination 

E has 0.745. For top 10 feature, it does give the highest true positive rate. But the 

accuracy of top 10 feature is rather low as compare to combination E. Therefore, 

combination E gives the best result in false positive rate, true positive rate, accuracy, 

recall, precision and f1 score.  
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Figure 4(e) : Results for Naïve Bayes Model(NSL-KDD) 

 The third machine learning algorithm is random forest classifier. The legends 

for combination A (0), combination B (1), combination C (2), combination D (3) and 

combination E (4). The results for random forest classifier is shown in figure 4(f). The 

first combination used to train the model is combination A. The false positive rate for 

this model is 0.0621 and true positive rate is 0.566. The accuracy of this model is 0.726, 

recall is 0.566, precision is 0.923 and f1 score is 0.702. The second combination used 

to train the model is combination B. It has the false positive rate of 0.0968 and true 

positive rate of 0.506. The accuracy for this combination is 0.677, recall is 0.507, 

precision is 0.874 and f1 score is 0.641. The third combination used to train the model 

is combination C. The false positive rate is 0.00814 and true positive rate is 0.552. The 

accuracy of this combination is 0.741, recall is 0.552, precision is 0.989 and f1 score is 

0.708. The fourth combination used to train the model is combination D. It has the false 

positive rate of 0.0219 and true positive rate of 0.478. The accuracy for this model is 
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0.693, recall is 0.478, precision is 0.966 and f1 score is 0.639. The final combination 

used to train the model is combination E. The false positive rate of this model is 0.0136 

and true positive rate is 0.504. The accuracy of this model is 0.712, recall is 0.504, 

precision is 0.980 and f1 score is 0.666. Among all of the combination, combination C 

gives the best result. It has the lowest false positive rate 0.00814, true positive rate of 

0.552 and accuracy of 0.741. Although, combination A has the highest true positive 

rate but other’s score of combination A is lower than combination C. Therefore, the 

best combination that can conclude in random forest is combination C. 

 

Figure 4(f): Results for Random Forest Model (NSL-KDD) 

The final classifier that used NSL-KDD dataset to train the model is support 

vector machine. The legends for combination A (0), combination B (1), combination C 

(2), combination D (3) and combination E (4). The results of support vector machine 

classifier is shown in figure 4(g). The first combination that used to train the model is 
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combination A. The false positive rate of the model is 0.0375 and the true positive rate 

is 0.518. The accuracy for this combination is 0.709, recall is 0.518, precision is 0.948 

and f1 score is 0.670. The second combination that used to train the model is 

combination B. It has the false positive rate of 0.0994 and true positive rate of 0.504. It 

has the accuracy of 0.675, recall is 0.504, precision is 0.870 and f1 score is 0.638. The 

fourth combination that used to train the model is combination C. This combination 

gives a false positive rate of 0.00834 and true positive rate of 0.563. The accuracy of 

this model is 0.745, recall is 0.563, precision is 0.989 and f1 score is 0.718. The fifth 

combination used to train the model is combination D. The false positive rate of this 

model is 0.0141 and true positive rate of 0.479. The accuracy of this combination is 

0.697, recall is 0.479, precision is 0.978 and f1 score is 0.643. The final combination 

that used to train the model is combination E. It has the false positive rate of 0.00855 

and true positive rate of 0.492. The accuracy of this combination is 0.707, recall is 0.492, 

precision is 0.987 and f1 score is 0.657. Among all of the combination, combination C 

gives the best results. It has the lowest false positive rate, highest true positive rate and 

highest accuracy as compare to the other combinations.  
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Figure 4(g): Results for Support Vector Machine Model (NSL-KDD) 

 All of the combination of NSL-KDD datasets is tested with different machine 

learning algorithm and the results are gathered. The same process is repeated with 

NaBIoT dataset. The legends for combination A (0), combination B (1), combination 

C (2), combination D (3) and combination E (4). The results of decision tree classifier 

for NaBIoT is shown in figure 4(h). The first combination is combination A. The false 

positive rate for this combination is 0.0849 and true positive rate is 0.936. The accuracy 

for this combination is 0.934, recall is 0.936, precision is 0.991 and f1 score is 0.963. 

The combination B was used as the second combination to train the model. It has false 

positive rate of 0.697, true positive rate of 0.937, accuracy of 0.879, recall of 0.418, 

precision of 0.869 and f1 score of 0.565. The third combination used to train the model 

is combination C. The false positive rate of this combination is 0.0701 and true positive 

rate is 0.93. The accuracy for this combination is 0.93, recall is 0.897, precision is 0.992 

and f1 score is 0.96. The fourth combination that used to train the model is combination 

D. This combination gives a false positive rate of 0.0959, true positive rate of 0.965, 
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accuracy of 0.959, recall of 0.965, precision of 0.99 and f1 score of 0.997. The final 

combination that used to train the model is combination E. The false positive rate for 

this combination is 0.841 and true positive rate is 0.0302. The accuracy is 0.0419, recall 

is 0.0302, precision is 0.262 and f1 score is 0.0541. Among all of the combination, 

combination D gives the best results. It has the lowest false positive rate, highest true 

positive rate and high accuracy which is 0.959.  

 

Figure 4(h): Results for Decision Tree Model(NaBIoT) 

 The next machine learning algorithm used to train the combinations is naïve 

bayes classifier. The legends for combination A (0), combination B (1), combination C 

(2), combination D (3) and combination E (4). The results for naïve bayes classifier for 

NaBIoT is shown in figure 4(i). The first combination that used to train the model is 

combination A. The false positive rate for this combination is 0.0.0738 and true positive 

rate is 0.937. The accuracy for this combination is 0.936, recall is 0.937, precision is 

0.992 and f1 score is 0.964. Combination B was used as the second combination that 

used to train the model. The false positive rate is 0.387 and true positive rate is 0.965. 
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The accuracy of this model is 0.932, recall is 0.965, precision is 0.993 and f1 score is 

0.963. Combination C is the third combination that used to train the model. It has the 

false positive rate of 0.059, true positive rate of 0.897, accuracy of 0.901, recall of 0.897, 

precision of 0.993 and f1 score of 0.963. The fourth combination that used to train the 

model is combination D. The false positive rate of this combination is 0.0738, true 

positive rate of 0.965, accuracy is 0.961, recall is 0.965, precision is 0.992 and f1 score 

is 0.978. Combination E is the final combination that used to train naïve bayes classifier. 

It has the false positive rate of 0.395 and true positive rate of 0.965. The accuracy for 

this combination is 0.932, recall is 0.965, precision is 0.96 and f1 score is 0.962. Among 

all of the combination, combination D gives the best results. It has the lowest false 

positive rate and highest accuracy. 

  

Figure 4(i): Results for Naïve Bayes Classifier (NaBIoT) 
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 The third algorithm used is random forest classifier The legends for 

combination A (0), combination B (1), combination C (2), combination D (3) and 

combination E (4). Combination A is the first combination that used to train the model. 

False positive rate of this combination is 0.0738 and true positive rate is 0.935. This 

combination has an accuracy of 0.934, recall of 0.935, precision of 0.992 and f1 score 

of 0.963. The second combination that used to train the model is combination B. The 

false positive rate of this combination is 0.0738, true positive rate is 0.934. The 

accuracy for this model is 0.934, recall is 0.934, precision is 0.992 and f1 score is 0.962. 

Combination C is the third combination that used to train the model. The false positive 

rate for this combination is 0.0664 and true positive rate is 0.933. The accuracy for 

combination C is 0.933, recall is 0.933, precision is 0.992 and f1 score is 0.962. The 

fourth combination that used to train the model is combination D. The false positive 

rate for this combination is 0.0738 and true positive rate is 0.959. The accuracy for 

combination D is 0.956, recall is 0.959, precision is 0.992 and f1 score is 0.976. The 

last combination is combination E. It has false positive rate of 0.0738 and true positive 

rate of 0.935. The accuracy for combination E is 0.934, recall is 0.935, precision is 

0.992 and f1 score is 0.963. Among all of the combination, combination D has the best 

results in accuracy, true positive rate, recall, precision and f1 score. 
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Figure 4(j): Results for Random Forest Model (NaBIoT) 

 The last machine learning algorithm that used to train the model is support 

vector machine. The legends for combination A (0), combination B (1), combination C 

(2), combination D (3) and combination E (4). The results for support vector machine 

model for NaBIoT is shown in figure 4(k). Combination A is the first combination that 

used to train the model. This combination gives a false positive rate of 0.251 and true 

positive rate of 0.965. The accuracy for combination A is 0.945, recall is 0.965, 

precision is 0.974 and f1 score is 0.964. Combination B is the second combination that 

used to train the model. The false positive rate for combination B is 0.982 and true 

positive rate is 0.966. The accuracy for this combination is 0.879, recall 0.966, precision 

is 0.907 and f1 score is 0.935. Next, combination C was used to train the model. It has 

a false positive rate of 0.0886 and true positive rate of 0.563. The accuracy for 

combination C is 0.946, recall is 0.949, precision is 0.991 and f1 score is 0.97. 

Combination D is the fourth combination that used to train the model. The false positive 

rate for combination D is 0.517 and true positive rate is 0.967. The accuracy for 

combination D is 0.923, recall is 0.967, precision is 0.949 and f1 score is 0.958. The 
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last combination that used to train the model is combination E. The false positive rate 

for this combination is 0.982 and true positive rate is 0.966. The accuracy for 

combination E is 0.879, recall is 0.966, precision is 0.907 and f1 score is 0.936. Among 

all of the combination, the combination that gives the best result is combination C. It 

has the lower false positive rate and highest accuracy among all of the other 

combination.

 

Figure 4(k): Results for Support Vector Machine Model (NaBIoT) 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

 

 In this research, the input for the model is numerical input and the output of the 

model will be categorical output. Therefore, ANOVA is the feature selection algorithm 

that used to measure the top 10 feature score in this research. ANOVA is an algorithm 

that is based on f-test that has a f distribution under the null hypothesis. The existence 

variance among numerous population means can be determined by ANOVA which is 

a statistical technique. It is used to differentiate whether it has difference in two or more 

datasets are statistically important. (Z.A. Bakar et. al.). The model uses numerical 

variables as the input which is either integer variables or floating point variables and 

the output of the model is categorical variables which is Boolean variables. The output 

of the model is either 1 or 0 which is attack or normal. There are several advantage that 

are able to achieve in feature selection. It reduces overfitting to the model. In the other 

words, there is lesser chance that when the model is making decision it is based on the 

redundant data or noise. Besides, feature selection also increases the accuracy of the 

model if it is able to find the optimum number of feature to fit into the model. This is 

due to there is less noise in the data which have the possibility that it will mislead the 

prediction. The last advantage that is able to obtain by feature selection is reduce 

training time. For example, in this research the machine learning algorithm that takes 

the longest time is support vector machine. If all of the feature is fitted into the machine 

learning model, it will be taking too long to train the model. After feature selection is 

done, the training time for support vector machine decreases as compare to all of the 

feature fit into the model. The combination of 3 is randomly selected from the top 10 

feature of the dataset. 

 After all of the training of model has done for both datasets. A comparison 

between NSL-KDD and NaBIoT was conducted. First, the accuracy between different 

combinations of features for NSL-KDD was compared. Figure 5(a) shows the accuracy 

of different combination of features for NSL-KDD dataset. The highest accuracy is 

combination C (shows in table 4(a)) from support vector machine classifier. The 

algorithm naïve bayes has the highest accuracy among all of the combinations and 

classifier, it has an accuracy of 0.748. The combination contains 3 important features 

which is serror_rate, srv_error_rate and flag. Serror_rate is the percentage of 

connections that activated the flag s0, s1, s2 and s3 among the connection in count. 
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Srv_error_rate is the percentage of connections that activated the flag s0, s1, s2 and s3 

among the connections in srv_count. Flag is the connection status, it is either normal or 

error. The combination that has the lowest detection accuracy is combination C from 

naïve bayes. It has only detection accuracy of 0.574. 

 

Figure 5(a): Accuracy of Different Combination of Features (NSL-KDD) 

 In figure 5(b), it shows the accuracy of different combination of features for 

NaBIoT dataset. The highest accuracy in NaBIoT dataset is 0.961 which is combination 

D from naïve bayes classifier. The combination has 3 important features that contribute 

in such high accuracy. The involved features is  MI_dir_L0.1_weight, H_L0.01_weight 

and H_L5_weight. MI_dir_L0.1_weight is the weight of the stream of summarize 

packet from the following host’s packet (IP+MAC) in the time frame L0.1. 

H_L0.01_weight is the weight of the stream of summarise packet from the following 

host’s packet (IP) in the time frame L0.01. H_L5_weight is the stream of summarize 

packet from the flowing host’s packet (IP) in the time frame L5. The combination that 

gives the lowest detection accuracy is combination B from naïve bayes and support 

vector machine. Therefore, feature selections give a certain degree of contribution in 

order to increase the accuracy of the model.  
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Figure 5(b): Accuracy of Different Combination of Features (NaBIoT) 

In addition, the performance matrix of the combinations and classifier for NSL-

KDD dataset was measures in false positive rate show in figure 5(c) and true positive 

rate show in figure 5 (d). The lowest false positive rate among all of the combination is 

combination C from naïve bayes which has a score of 0.00536. The highest true positive 

rate among all of the combination is combination A from naïve bayes which has a score 

of 0.579. Although both of this combination from naïve bayes gives the best result in 

false positive rate and true positive rate. But it does not give the best result in accuracy 

which has discussed. In terms of overall, combination C from support vector machine 

has the most balanced score. For combination C from naïve bayes, it does gives the best 

result in false positive rate but the performance for true positive rate is only 0.256 and 

with the accuracy score of 0.574. For combination A from naïve bayes, it does give the 

best result in true positive rate but the performance for false positive is only 0.0601. 

With the comparison in terms of overall in accuracy, false positive rate and true positive 

rate. The best combinations that perform the best is combination C from support vector 

machine which has the score of false positive rate of 0.00834, true positive rate of 0.563 

and accuracy of 0.748. 
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Figure 5(c): False Positive Rate for Different Combination of Features(NSL-KDD) 

 

Figure 5(d): True Positive Rate for Different Combination of Features(NSL-KDD) 
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0.897 and accuracy which is 0.901. The true positive rate that has the highest rating is 

combination D from support vector machine but it also has fairly high false positive 

rate which is 0.517 and the accuracy is 0.923. In terms of overall, the most well balanced 

in accuracy, false positive rate and true positive rate is combination D from naïve bayes. 

It has false positive rate of 0.0738, true positive rate of 0.965 and accuracy of 0.961. 

Therefore, combination D from naïve bayes can be concluded as the combination and 

classifier that has the best overall performance. 

 

Figure 5(e): False Positive Rate for Different Combination of Features(NaBIoT) 

 

Figure 5(f): True Positive Rate for Different Combination of Features (NaBIoT) 
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 After all of the performance of each combination and classifier was measured, 

there are one best performance combination and classifier from each dataset. For NSL-

KDD, combination C from support vector machine classifier. On the other hand, 

combination D from naïve bayes classifier perform best in NaBIoT dataset. The false 

positive rate, true positive rate, accuracy, recall, precision, and f1 score is further 

investigate in both of this combination and classifier which shows in figure 5(g). 

Support vector machine classifier in NSL-KDD dataset perform the best in false 

positive rate, it has a false positive rate of 0.00834 while naïve bayes from NaBIoT has 

a false positive rate of 0.0738. Naïve bayes from NaBIoT has the highest score in true 

positive rate which is 0.965 while support vector machine classifier from NSL-KDD 

has only 0.563. The accuracy of both dataset and classifier is also measured. Naïve 

bayes from NaBIoT achieve 0.961 in accuracy score while support vector machine 

classifier from NSL-KDD has only 0.748. The fourth matrix to measure the 

performance is recall. Naïve bayes from NaBIoT has a better scoring than support 

vector machine from NSL-KDD. The recall score for naïve bayes from NaBIoT is 0.965 

while NSL-KDD only has 0.563. The fifth matrix that used to measure the performance 

is precision. The precision for naïve bayes from NaBIoT is slightly higher than support 

vector machine from NSL-KDD which is 0.992 for naïve bayes and 0.989 for support 

vector. The last matrix that used to measure the performance is f1 score. The f1 score 

in naïve bayes from NaBIoT is performing better than support vector machine from 

NSL-KDD. The score for naïve bayes is 0.978 and the score for support vector machine 

is 0.643. The results from the comparison between NSL-KDD and NaBIoT is NaBIoT 

perform better than NSL-KDD dataset with the performance matrix measured. 

 

Figure 5(g): Comparison of NSL-KDD and NaBIoT 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

 

 After conducting several test based on different type of classification technique 

against the test size. The most accurate machine learning classification technique that 

can be conclude in this research is DT which has the highest mean of 99.9961. the least 

accurate is RF which have the mean of 99.9635.  After conducting it, we are able to 

have a review on the types of IDS acts differently in different type network. the 

advantage and disadvantage of different type of IDS has been listed. The proposed 

solution for this research is by using a machine learning to detect malicious traffic. The 

data set used to train the model is NSL-KDD and it is further process in the attack type. 

This enable the model to be train easily when it is in numeric form. The motivation of 

this project is to have a IDS that are capable to detect most of the attack and decrease 

the rate of fake alerts.  The dataset that perform the best in detecting normal traffic and 

attack traffic is NaBIoT. The most well balanced in accuracy, false positive rate and 

true positive rate is combination D from naïve bayes. It has false positive rate of 0.0738, 

true positive rate of 0.965 and accuracy of 0.961. Therefore, the conclusion that can be 

made is combination D from naïve bayes can determine as the combination and 

classifier that has the best overall performance. 
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Appendix 

 

 

Table 1: Mitchell & Chen (2014) Describes the advantages of Intrusion Detection 

System techniques for wireless networks 

 

Table 2: Mitchell & Chen (2014) Describes the disadvantages of Intrusion Detection 

System techniques for wireless networks 
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